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ABSTRACT
 
This is Volume 3 of three volumes which report the results of a strapdown calibration 
and alignment study performed by the Univac Federal Systems Division for the Guidance 
Laboratory of NASA/ERC. 
This study develops techniques to accomplish laboratory calibration and alignment of 
a strapdown inertial sensing unit (ISU) being configured by NASA/ERC. Calibration 
is accomplished by measuring specific input environments and using the relationship 
of known kinematic input to sensor outputs, to determine the constants of the sensor 
models. The environments used consist of inputs from the earth angular rate, the 
normal reaction force of gravity, and the angular rotation imposed by a test fixture in 
some cases. Techniques are also developed to accomplish alignment by three methods. 
First, Mirror Alignment employs autocollimators to measure the earth orientation of 
the normals to two mirrors mounted on the ISU. Second, Level Alignment uses an 
autocollimator to measure the azimuth of the normal to one ISU mirror and accelerom­
eter measurements to determine the orientation of local vertical with respect to the 
body axes. Third, Gyrocompass Alignment determines earth alignment of the ISU by 
gyro and accelerometer measurement of the earth rate and gravity normal force vectors. 
The 	three volumes of this study are composed as follows: 
* 	 Volume 1 - Development Document. This volume contains the detailed develop­
ment of the calibration and alignment techniques. The development is presented 
as a rigorous systems engineering task and a step by step development of 
specific solutions is presented. 
* 	 Volume 2 - Procedural and Parametric Trade-off Analyses Document. This 
volume contains the detailed trade-off studies supporting the developmentsgiven in Volume 1. 
* Volume 3 - Laboratory Procedures Manual. In Volume 3 the implementation
of the selected procedures is presented. The laboratory procedures are 
presented by use of both detailed step-by-step check sheets and schematic
representations of the laboratory depicting the entire process at each major 
step in the procedure. The equations to be programmed in the implementation
of the procedures are contained in this volume. 
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GLOSSARY
 
As an aid to understanding the symbolism, we present the following rules of notation: 
* 	 Wherever possible symbols will be used which suggest the name of the 
parameter involved. 
* 	 Lower case subscripts are used almost exclusively for indexing over several 
itemsof the same kind. Examples are the indexes used to identify the three 
gyros, the three accelerometers, the two pulse trains of each accelerometer, 
the two clock scale factors, etc. 
* 	 Lowercase superscripts are used to index over different positions. 
" 	 Uppercase superscripts and subscripts will be used to distinguish between 
parameters of the same kind. For example, T is used to identify a 
transformation matrix. Lettered superscripts such as BE in T B E identify
the particular transformation. 
* 	 An underline will identify a vector. 
" 	 Unit vectors are used to identify lines in space such as instrument axes 
and the axes of all frames of reference. 
* 	 Components of any vector along with any axis is indicated by a dot product
of that vector with the unit vector along the axis of interest. 
" 	 The Greek sigma (1) will be used for summations. Where the limits of 
summation are clear from the context, they will not be indicated with the 
symbol. 
" 	 The Greek Ais always used to indicate a difference. 
* 	 S 0 and C g are sometimes used to identify the sine and cosine of the angle 0. 
* 	 A triple line symbol (-=) will be used for definitions. 
• 	 A superior " "denotes a prior estimate of the quantity. 
* 	 A superior" A "denotes an estimate of the quantity from-the estimation routine. 
x 
a Applied acceleration vector. 
(Ai B) Elements of (QA)-i 
A Unit vector directed along the input axis of the ith accelerometer 
i= 1,2, 3. 
b A vector determined by the Alignment Parameter Evaluation 
Procedure and input to the Estimation Routine. -
Bi Unit vector directed along the ith Body Axis i= 1, 2, 3. 
BI, BO, BS Gyro unbalance coefficients. 
CII,Css,C,CIos Gyro Compliance Coefficients. 
Counters The six frequency counters used as data collection devices 
during calibration. 
Do Accelerometer bias. 
D1 Accelerometer scale factor. 
D2 Accelerometer second order coefficient. 
D3 Accelerometer third order coefficient. 
E Unit vector directed East (E2). 
Ei Unit vector directed along the ith Earth Axis. 
Eq Quantization error. 
fl 'f2 Frequencies of accelerometer strings 1 and 2, in zero 
crossings per second. 
F1 A triad of orthogonal unit vectors attached to the base of the 
table. 
G Unit vector directed along the ith input axis of the gyro. 
(G . B) Elements of (QG)-1.
 
g The vector directed up that represents the normal force to
 
counteract gravity in a static orientation. Corresponding to 
popular convention, this is referred to as the "gravity vector'" 
I/O Input/Output. 
xi 
I Triad of orthogonal unit vectors attached to the inner axis of 
-i test table. 
IEU Interface Electronics Unit ­ system interface device for the 
laboratory computer. 
ISU Inertial Sensing Unit. 
J Gyro angular rate coefficient. 
K Number of samples of accelerometer and gyro data taken in 
Alignment. 
m Position index used in calibration (superscript). 
M Matrix generated by Alignment Parameter Evaluation and used 
by Alignment Estimation Routine. 
M, Unit normal to ith mirror. 
N Unit vector directed North (E3 ). 
N1 , N2 Count of output pulses from strings 1 and 2 of accelerometer, 
nA Instrument noise in accelerometer. 
nG Instrument noise in gyro. 
Eno Count of output pulses from strings 1 and 2 of accelerometer. 
Count of timing pulses from master oscillator to frequency
counters. 
EnT Count of timing pulses from master oscillator to IEU. 
O Unit vector directed along the output axis of gyro. 
Oi Triad of orthogonal unit vectors attached to the outer axisof the table. 
P Unit vector in the direction of the projection of M1 in the plane 
formed by E and N. 
PAk Defined on Chart 4-12 of the Development Document. 
Pk Defined on Chart 4-4 of the Development Document. 
k 
QA The transformation from accelerometer input axes to body axes. 
QG The transformation from gyro input axes to body axes. 
xii 
QII" QIS 	 Gyro dynamic coupling coefficients. 
r 	 Position vector. 
R Gyro bias.
 
R1 Triad of orthogonal unit vectors attached to rotary axis of
L11 table. 
Resolver Angular resolvers on each axis of the test table. 
S1 Unit vector directed along the ith gyro spin axis. 
so 	 Scale factor associated with pulsed output from test table rotary 
axis. 
ST Scale factor associated with timing pulses accumulated by the 1 frequency counters. 
ST Scale factor associated with timing pulses to the IEU. 
2 
t Time. 
T In alignment, the determined alignment matrix to transform 
from body to earth axes. T is equivalent to TBE. 
T B I  Transform from ISU body axes to inner axis frame. 
T B Rm 	 Transform from ISU Body Frame Axes to Rotary Axis Frame in 
the mth orientation. 
T Triad of orthogonal unit vectors attached to the trunnion axis 
-i of the test table. 
U Unit vector directed up (El). 
V Velocity vector. 
W Unit vector directed along _E. 
X-Y Dual input on frequency counter that will difference two pulse 
trains for comparison with a third input (Z). 
Z Input on frequency counter for pulse train. 
Of	 The azimuth angle of the normal to the ith mirror.i 
(fly)13  	 Pulsed output from the jth string of the ith accelerometer. 
(Z 5)1 	 Pulsed output of the ith gyro. 
A! 	 Gyro scale factor. 
xiii 
EC The clock quantization error. 
ET In instantaneous alignment estimation techniques, this symbol 
represents the length of time after completion of the last 
measurement to the time at which the prediction is made. 
8. 	 The zenith angle of the normal to the ith mirror. 
X 	 Local colatitude. 
og 	 The estimated rms error in the magnitude of g. 
a 	 The estimated rms error in the direction of "up". 
01 	 Angular displacement about the trunnion axis of the test 
table for calibration position m. 
02 	 Angular displacement about the rotary axis of the test table for 
calibration position m. 
03 Angular displacement about the outer axis of the test table 
for calibration position in. 
04 	 Angular displacement about the inner axis of the test table 
for calibration position m. 
On(t) 	 Covariance function of accelerometer noise used in AlignmentParameter Evaluation. 
O (t) Covariance function of translational acceleration noise used 
in Alignment Parameter Evaluation. 
O(t) Covariance function of rotational noise used in Alignment 
Parameter Evaluation. 
WAngular velocity vector. 
WT Angular velocity of the test table rotary axis. 
WE 	 Earth rotation vector. 
JEcos X 	 Component of earth rotation vector along the vertical. 
E
 
E sin X Component of earth rotation vector along north.
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INTRODUCTION
 
This document, m conjunction with two other volumes, describes the achievements of a 
six-month study conducted for the: 
Guidance Laboratory 
Electronics Research Center 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
Cambridge, Massachusetts 
by the. 
Aerospace Systems Analysis Department 
Univac Federal Systems Division 
St. Paul, Minnesota 
A Division of Sperry Rand Corporation 
The purpose of the study is to develop techniques and outline procedures for the laboratory 
calibration and alignment of a strapdown inertial sensor unit. The Development Document, 
Volume 1, presents a detailed analysis of the calibration and alignment problem and 
develops a specific solution. The nucleus of the study output is the contents of Volume 1. 
The Procedural and Parametric Trade-off Analyses, Volume 2, is a set of addendums 
which serve to justify decisions made and conclusions reached in the development of 
specific calibration and alignment techniques. This document, Volume 3, describes 
specific procedures for an operational implementation of the solutions obtained in Volume 
1. Volume 3 is an extension of the results of Volume 1 into an operational laboratory 
situation, and is intended to be a handbook for use in the laboratory. 
The complete study was performed for NASA/ERC as part of their evaluation of advanced 
guidance and navigation concepts associated with the use of a strapdown inertial sensing 
unit. Concurrently with defining the ISU, NASA/ERC is developing a laboratory facility 
and the requisite procedures to analyze and demonstrate the ISU. Calibration and 
alignment are essential elements of these procedures. 
As noted above, this document is intended to be a handbook for use in the laboratory. The 
calibration and alignment procedures are defined in this document in as much detail as is 
possible at the present state of laboratory design. After the ERC laboratory design has 
been finalized, some of the detailed procedures listings contained herein should be updated 
to reflect elements particular to the detailed design of the laboratory. 
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The document is divided into four parts. Part I describes the activities that must be per­
formed prior to calibration and alignment. Part II describes the calibration procedures. 
Part II contains procedures to accomplish alignment of the ISU. Part IV contains 
descriptive material on the ISU and laboratory configurations along with duplicates of the 
forms to be used in the procedures. 
The procedures described in Part I, Preliminary Activities, are the laboratory turn-on 
procedures, the system survey procedures, and the alignment parameter evaluation pro­
cedures. Section 1, Turn-on Procedures, is reserved for procedures to turn on the 
laboratory equipment at the beginning of each day. The System Survey Procedures, 
Section 2, determine the orientation of the ISU on the test table, and the test table settings 
required to orient the ISU in calibration. Section 3 describes procedures to generate 
parameter data required in certain alignment techniques. 
Part II contains detailed procedures to accomplish calibration. Sections 1 through 4 contain 
procedure listings for obtaining measurement data and performing the computations. 
Section I describes the calibration of gyro angular velocity sensitive terms. Section 2 
describes the calibration of gyro acceleration sensitive terms. Section 3 covers the com­
plete calibration of accelerometers; while Section 4 contains a listing of the calibration 
computations in sufficient detail to be used as the computer program definition. In 
Section 5, Fundamental Modes, the procedures are presented schematically through the 
use of flow diagrams. Section 6 contains material describing the predetermination of 
information which is supplied to work sheets prior to calibration. 
In Part III, three methods of accomplishing alignment are presented. The Mirror 
alignment presented in Section 1 uses autocollimators to locate the normals of the ISU 
mirrors from which the alignment matrix is determined. Section 2 describes the align­
ment which uses accelerometer measurements and mirror azimuth in the computation of 
the alignment matrix. Gyrocompass alignment, Section 3, uses accelerometer and gyro 
measurements of the gravity and earth rotational rate vectors, respectively to determine 
the alignment matrix. 
Part IV, Diagrams and Forms, contains charts and illustrations from the Development 
Document that may be useful for the laboratory personnel in obtaining an understanding 
of procedures or explaining the procedures to laboratory visitors. 
/// / 
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The following discussion will help the reader of the manual to understand its structure, 
and the laboratory user to take maximum advantage of its organization. The procedures 
presented in this manual were developed so that they could be accomplished m an orderly 
and straightforward manner. The procedures described m Parts I, II and III can be 
considered as a set of experiments - some rather short - and others quite complex. 
There are four types of material presented in the discussion of each experiment: 
1. Introductory Remarks 
2. Detailed Procedures List 
3. Computations 
4. Fundamental Modes. 
The introduction relates the particular experiment to the overall problem. 
The detailed procedures list describes steps to be accomplished in the experiment under 
discussion. These steps are listed on a form called the Laboratory Procedures Sheet. 
There is one such form for each experiment, and they are intended to be used as a check 
sheet during the procedures. Additional forms were designed to allow recording of both 
intermediate data and results during the experiments. (Blank copies of the various sheets 
are available in Part IV for duplication.) 
The computations are presented in sufficient detail to allow the computations sections to 
be used in specifying the computer program. 
The fundamental modes discussion utilizes laboratory flow diagrams (see Part IV, Section 
1) to pictorially represent the steps performed in the procedures. These sections should 
be referred to by all readers who are not familiar with the procedures, before he attempts 
to conduct any experiment. The laboratory flow diagrams are intended to keep the user 
of the manual oriented with respect to the "big picture" of what is going on at each step. 
-3­
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LABORATORY PROCEDURES MANUAL 
PART I 
PRELIMINARY ACTIVITIES 
1-1 TURN ON 
1-2 SYSTEM SURVEY 
PROCEDURES 
COMPUTATIONS 
FUNDAMENTAL MODES 
I-3 ALIGNMENT PARAMETER EVALUATION 
PROCEDURES 
COMPUTATIONS 
I-i 
PART I
 
PRELIMINARY ACTIVITIES
 
This part contains instructions for performing the activities which are required before 
calibration or alignment can be performed. In Section 1, the turn-on procedures are 
delineated. Section 2 contains the system survey procedures, which develop information 
that is a prerequisite to calibration. Section 3 lists procedures to generate parameters 
used in alignment. 
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PART I
 
SECTION 1
 
TURN ON
 
The laboratory turn-on procedures include prepower checks, safety checks, and turn-on 
verification procedures. The specifics of these procedures are c ontained in Chart I-1. 
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CHART I-1 
LABORATORY PROCEDURES 
LABORATORY TURN-ON PROCEDURES 
INSTRUCTIONS I/ COMMENTS 
Note: This sheet will be completed 
by laboratory personnel after 
the laboratory design has been 
fnalized. 
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PART I 
SECTION 2
 
SYSTEM SURVEY 
After the ISU has been bolted to the test table, a system survey is performed for the pur­
poses of determining 
" 	 The orientation of the ISU with respect to the inner axis of the test table 
" 	 The test table resolver settings to be used during calibration to achieve the 
desired ISU orientations (with respect to the earth and the test table rotary axis) 
* 	 The value of the T B R matrix (which transforms from the ISU body axes frame to 
a frame fixed to the test table rotary axis) for all calibration positions. 
The operator should also verify that current estimates of the magnitude of gravity, earth 
rate, and latitude are available. The procedures, computations, and laboratory flow 
diagrams for all of these tasks are contained in 1-2. 1, 1-2.2, and 1-2. 3, respectively. 
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1-2.1 System Survey Procedures 
The survey procedures to be accomplished are listed in Chart 1-2. The Survey Results 
Sheet (Chart 1-3) is used during the survey procedure to record the results which will 
later be used in the calibration procedures. The matrix TBI (the transform from the ISU 
body frame to a frame fixed to the inner axis of test table) is not explicitly required in 
subsequent procedures, but is included on the form for information. A master copy of 
Chart 1-3 is provided in Part IV, which can be duplicated for use in System Survey 
experiments. 
The reader may refer to Section 1-2.3 for the laboratory flow diagrams which schematically 
illustrate the procedures outlined in this section. 
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CHART 1-2 
LABORATORY PROCEDURES 
SYSTEM SURVEY 
INSTRUCTIONS 	 .K COMMENTS 
1) Verify turn-on procedures completed. 1) 	See Part I, Section 1 for 
turn-on procedures. 
2) Align autocollimators with mirrors. 2) 	 Accomplished by trial and 
error. 
3) 	Obtain from survey current estimates of 
g 	 , E, and X and record on Survey 
Results Sheet. 
4) Record test table resolver settings 
(00, %, 00, 0) on Survey Results Sheet. 
5) Record azimuth and zenith angles (0 , a2 , 
e i, 62) from autocollimators on Survey 
Results Sheet. 
6) 	 Enter computer with System Survey Program 
7) 	 Enter data from step 4 and 5 into computer. 
8) Initiate computation of TBI, m 0m TBRm 8) 	m=l, 3, 5, 13, 14, 15. 3 4 12
 TBRm TB3
22 32 
9) 	 Record data on Survey Results Sheet and 6 to 9) Computations may be 
identify TB R m output, accomplished manually. 
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CHART I-3
 
SURVEY RESULTS SHEET 
Identification: 
•TDae 
Operator-
Current Laboratory Survey Information 
Ig I = - AUTOCOLLIMATOR READINGS
WE sinx=
 
WE cosx=
 
Position 0 Readings 
0 
Calculated Results )TBI = 
3
 
004
 
_m
m 3 __ _ __ __ _ __ _ _ __ __3__ _ __ _ 
1
 
3
 BR
,BRm BRm 5 
"22 T32__
13 m I~2 
14
 
15
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1-2. 2 System Survey Computations 
The computations to be performed during System Survey are shown on Charts 1-4, 1-5, 
and 1-6. These charts define the program for these computations. 
Chart 1-4 lists the computations which derive the fixed transform from the ISU body frame 
to the test table inner axis frame. Inputs to this computation are autocollimator readouts, 
which describe the orientation of the mirror normals relative to the laboratory; and test 
table resolver settings, which describe the orientation of the test table relative to the 
laboratory. (See Part IV for a description of the geometry.) 
Chart I-5 contains the computations for determining the resolver settings to be used during 
calibration. The settings for the outer and inner axis resolvers (P., 04), for Positions 
1, 3, 5, 13, 14, and 15, are the only angles which must be evaluated. 
Chart 1-6 lists the computations which derive the transformations (T B R m ) from the ISU 
body axes to the rotary axis frame for all calibration positions. The second column of 
the matrices are required in the computation of gyro bias and compliance. The other 
columns are computed for information only. 
Outputs of the survey computations are TBI, the test table resolver settings, and the 
elements of TBRm. These will be recorded on the Survey Results Sheet. The TBRm 
elements should additionally be output in a form (such as paper tape) suitable for re-entry 
into a computer. 
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CHART 1-4
 
TBI Determination 
0 0 0 d0fo 
Given: 	 a set of resolver readings 00 0 , 03 and 0 from position zero and the 
transformation from body to earth axes via autocollimator readings 
(TB s 0 TSEO) 
Find: 	 the matrix TBI which transforms from the body axes to the axes fixed 
to the inner gimbal of the test table. 
1. 	 From the laboratory geometry definitions described in Section 3 we have: 
TBI - (TBSOTSEo) (TIOOTOROTRTOTTFOTFE)-I 
where 	TBSOT S E 0 is given oy the autocollimators and 
0 1 0 
TI O0 cos 04 0 -sin 0 
-sin 0 
4~ 
0 -cos 
0a 
004-4
 
0 1 0 
TOR  =cos 02 0 -sin 02 
-sin 02 0 -Cos 00 
0 1 0 
TFO 0 0ICos 01 	 0 -sin 01 
sin 01 0 -Cos 0101 
[1 1 
TFE 0 i
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CHART 1-5 
TEST TABLE RESOLVER SETTINGS 
Position 1 Position 2 Position 3 Position 4 Position 5 Position 6 
+1 900 900 900 900 900 900 
52 Rotating Rotating Rotating Rotating Rotating Rotating
 
Fro1 lIFrom g BI aFrom
 5From cos#-=P.r 0' + 180 COSS5 21 3 + 180o =sT3B + 180 
433 11 3 32 3 18 0 3=~ *3+8iT 22 sin#5 sin4=T32 5 
1 T B I +4 sinolcc1 o -T TIBI 14snO3 3 cos;4,3=T23 +4 sin5 cos4,=" 04 
m( #42 901 900 81, goo 900 googo 9001 11 
1 o2 3 4 5 + 
03 qS3 @3 03 43 63 3 
12 3 00 4 5 00 6#1A 0 0 00
-T+ 4 4 4 04 154 44 
Pos tion 13 Position 14 Position 15 
*3 *i3 i 4So. 3n41 I io32 3I 1 
=1#2 +#6 4+ #Tp lsn05 17 
#4 5 3~ 4~ 6 j + 
02 900 90 900 
c Position3 13 Poito 14J Postio 15B145B 
3 -T1B 3 
+T 
IT+From 1 BI BI From 1 BI BI] 
3 co 3 =-1/2[T1 +T Io 005*3 L" + B COSr13=1/ 2 T 2 +Ti4sin#13 7 WT~ + T~23 ~ 13#~ ~ .V7[~sinin 4 5 A7 23T~ 
CHART 1-0
 
TBRm Determination 
Gien 3 1 <'70and TBIGiven:, 
TBRmFind: 
1. 	 We know that 
T B Rm . TBITIOmTORm
 
where TBI is given from a prior survey and
 
cos 0 0 -sin ¢ i
 
= sin 0 sin ¢n cos 0 cos 0i' sm OM
TIOmTORm 

sin -sin 0 cos 03 cos0
 
2. 	 The first column of TBRm is the calibration control parameter. The values of 
this column have already been included in the calibration equations. 
3. 	 The second column of TBRm which is the only column required for inclusion into 
the calibration equations, is: 
TBm= T Cos 0 - TmBI sinm12 12 4 -13 4N 
TBRm= TBI cos OW - TB I sin in These equations need only be solved22 22 form =1, 3, 5, 13, 14, and 15. 
TBRm BI m -BI32 -T cos a - s33 43 2 
4. 	 The third column of TBRm , which is not required in the calibration equations, is 
given for information-
TBRm= _TBI sin O2 + T B I cos O sin +T BI cos 0 0Wocos13 11 3 1 3 i 1 3 4 
TBRm BIsin m + BI cos msin Om+ TB cos cos m23 -21 + T32 2  3 4 23 o 4 
TBRm= BBIin B! sin m + BI cos m m 
33 -T 3 1 si 0 3 + T 3 2 Cos03 04 T3 3  03 04 
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1-2.3 Fundamental Modes 
The steps required to perform the system survey procedures are illustrated in Laboratory 
Flow Diagrams 1 through 3. It is assumed that the laboratory turn-on procedures have 
been performed before these steps are begun. 
The operator first locates the mirrors on the ISU by use of the autocollimators (as shown 
on Flow Diagram 1). This is accomplished by a trial and error adjustment of the test 
table's resolvers and the autocollimators. (The specific procedure depends upon the as 
yet undefined autocollimator design. ) After these system survey procedures have once 
been performed, previous settings may be used as a starting point for subsequent trial 
and error procedures. 
Next, the operator records 	(see Flow Diagram 2) the test table resolvers and autocollimator 
readings on the Survey Results Sheet (Chart I-1). The computer is turned on, and the 
system survey program entered into memory. This program may be written for any 
general purpose computer. The resolver and autocollimator readings are entered into ­
the computer; and the computations contained in Section 1-2. 2 are initiated. The recording 
of current survey information is also shown in flow Diagram 2, including the magnitude 
(g) 	of the gravitational vector and the components of earth rotational rate along north, 
E(, Esin X), and vertical, (w± cos X). This step will be only infrequently required. 
The computations are represented in Flow Diagram 3 as three subroutines. The auto­
collimator and resolver information is used to determine the transformation (TBI) from 
the ISU body axes to the inner axis frame of the test table. This matrix is then used to 
determine the test table resolver settings which are required for orientation control during 
calibration. The resolver settings, additionally, are required for the determination of 
the T B Rm matrices, which are used in the calibration computations. 
The computational outputs include the calibration resolver settings, T B R m , and TBIo 
The T B I matrix is not required for calibration, but could prove useful for the purpose of 
checking the computations. The output data is recorded on the Survey Results Sheet 
(Chart 1-2). The T B Rm matrices should also be output on paper or magnetic tapes for 
the purpose of re-entry to the computer before the computation of calibration constants. 
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LABORATORY FLOW DIAGRAM #1 
SYSTEM SURVEY - ACQUISITION OF MIRRORS 
WITH AUTOCOLLIMATORS 
I/O Console 
I Aux. Data Sources 
Operator 
Previous Autocollimators
 
Survey Operator acquires mirrors with
 
Results autocollimators by ad3ustment of
 
Sheets test table and autocollimator
 
resolvers
 I Resolvers
 
42 
4,3
 
System Control 04 
and Monitor 
Freq. Counters Master Oscillator IEU 
Gyros 
C2 GI 
W2G2 
G3 
Accelerometers 
C5 Al 
A2 
C6
 
A3
 
Sstem Monitor 
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1SYSTEM SURVEY - DATA ENTRY 
Computer 
I/ 
Pgm 
Operator a41 , 
E . S so Input 
Memory 
Output 
Memory 
TFE 
Auto. 
Angles 
System Control 
and MonitorI 
Freq. Counters Ma ED lET 
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LABORATORY FLOW DIAGRAM #3 
SYSTEM SURVEY-COMPUTATION OF TB I q5 04 AND T__ m 
ConsoleComputer 
0 4 ,T2' T2 2 ,T 32 T' m=1,3,5,1,14,and15 
Operator 
Aux. Data SouresI 
[npu 
Pgm 
Memory 
TeaiB0 Deter mmation 
Mmr 
B 
Auto, See'CHART 1-4 
System C ntrol 
and Monitor 
IF3C 3 4 ', e m n to 'Determination 
Freq. Counters Master Oiator IEU 
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IEUS 
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iSee CHART I-5 
GC2Gyros TBRm Determination 
See CHART 1-6 
Ga 
Accelerometers 
~~Al 
c 1 A2 
A3 
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PART I 
SECTION 3
 
ALIGNMENT PARAMETER EVALUATION 
As a part of both Level and Gyrocompass Alignment, an estimation is made of the body 
axis components of the gravity vector. (Gyrocompass additionally processes an earth rate 
measurement. ) One of the two gravity estimation techniques outlined in this document 
requires parameters that are not evaluated as part of the real-time program. Because of 
the complexity of the computations and their repeated use, these parameters are evaluated 
at some time before alignment. The procedures to generate these parameters are con­
tained in this section. The procedure listings are in the first subsection, and the 
computations in the second. 
This procedure need be performed only when one of the input parameters shown on the 
Alignment Parameter Evaluation Sheet (Chart 1-8) are changed. 
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1-3. 	1 Alignment Parameter Evaluation Procedures 
The procedures to obtain parameters to be used by the Alignment Estimation Routine are 
listed in Chart I-7. 
Before these procedures can be accomplished, the parameters shown on Chart 1-8 must 
be determined. These parameters include a nominal value of the alignment matrix. 
This value can be obtained in several ways including. 
1. 	 Determination from the autocollimators using Chart 111-3, 
2. 	 Determination from the test table resolvers and TBI using the mathematics 
shown on Chart 1-4, 
3. 	 By a quick Gyrocompass (or Level Alignment using simple average). 
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CHART 1-7 
LABORATORY PROCEDURES 
ALIGNMENT PARAMETER EVALUATION 
INSTRUCTIONS COMMENTS 
1) Verify input parameters are specified on 
Alignment Parameter Evaluation Sheet. 
2) 	 Load parameter evaluation program into 
computer. 
3) 	 Enter input paraneters from Alignment
Parameter Evaluation Sheet. 
4) 	Initiate computations. 
5) 	 After output, mark output reel and record 
reel identification on Alignment Parameter 
Evaluation Sheet. 
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CHART 1-8
 
ALIGNMENT PARAMETER EVALUATION 
Operator- Output Reel No
 
Date-

INPUT PARAMETERS
 
K _At Sec
 
I g) Ft./See 2 0g Ft./Sec 
2
 
cre Rad.
 
TEB(EST.) = 
NOISE COVARIANCE FUNCTIONS 
Time Accelerometer Noise Environmental Environmental 
(Seconds) On Acceleration Rotation Pe 
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1-3.2 Alignment Parameter Evaluation Computations 
The computations to be performed in order to determine the alignment parameters are 
shown in Charts 1-9 and 1-10. These computations require, as inputs, the parameters 
shown on the Alignment Parameter Evaluation Sheet, and an additional parameter, ET' 
The constant ET equals the interval of time between the completion of the last measure­
ment and the time at which the value of the alignment matrix is to be predicted. ET will 
be equal to the minimum time required to complete the alignment computations. 
The covariance (see Section 5 of the Development Document) of the instrument and 
environment noise are input by use of tabular data. They are numerically integrated and 
used in covariance matrices as functions of the number of samples and intersample time. 
The nature of this data may dictate that it is more convenient to determine analytic 
approximations of the covariance functions and to integrate the functions in closed form. 
Or it may be desirable to input the matrices for each intersample time and maximum K 
to be selected.
 
The outputs of the computations are a matrix M and a vector b. These are output in paper 
tape format for entry into the computer at the time of alignment. 
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CHART 1-9 
ESTIMATION MATRIX COMPUTATIONS - LEVEL 
Inputs: intersample time, At (sec) 
number of samples, K
 
estimate of gravity, g (ft/sec
2
 
error in gravity estimate a (ft/sec2)rms 
estimate of TEB Ii 
rms angular error in prior estimate of vertical, a. (radians) 
noise covariance functions (tabular)
 
(ft2 /sec 4)

" accelerometer noise 0n(t) 
(ft2/se c4 * translational acceleration noise Oa(t) 
* rotational noise 0,(t) (radian2) 
prediction tne Et (sec) 
Outputs: alignment parameters M and b 
The intermediate quantities Ea, En' Z¢0, co, c3 and r, are computed from the 
inputs. 
is Kx K matrix with componentsa 
At 
(za)il 0 [ At-u]O(u+(-i)At)du 
0 
+f [At + u] c u +(j-i)At)du 
-At 
*n is K x K matrix with components
 
n
 
At 
(Y'n)i3 = [At - ul Cn(u + (j-i)At)du 
0 
+f [At + u] ¢n(U + (j-i)At)du 
-At 
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CONTINUATION OF CHART 1-9
 
* F is 	 a K x K matrix with components 
At 
(rS0)ij = At- L]¢0(u+ (j-i)At)du 
0 
0 
+ 	 [IAt+ uie(U+ (j-) At)du 
- At 
00 (0)0 = 
0 = 	 fAt 0 (u+(j-1)At-KAtEt)du j1l, 2,.., K
 
0
 
where the integrals are evaluated by a convenient integration technique such as 
trapezoidal rule or Simpson's rule. 
S1 is a 	3 x 3 matrix 
~2 0 1 
E= T1 g2~aOT 
0 E2 2 
From these 	intermediate quantities, rN' rZ V, A, B, a 1 - and a 2 are computed. 
S is a 	3K x 3K matrlxN 
SN = n n + Z 
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CONTINUATION OF CHART 1-9 
o Z is a (5K+5)x (5K+5) matrix 
I 
I L o 3 
I--1oI1V.~ --------
IK 
.. . K..C011 
Iejg IoF.7 ' I T • I ¢ 
o i . 
_ 
3 3K 1 K 1 K 
01 00 
Numbers at edges of matrices denote dimension of submatrices. 
Matrices A (3 x 3) and B (3 x 3K) are submatrices 
L$B] =(VEZVThil 
where matrix V is the (3K + 3) x (5K + 5) matrix given on the following chart. 
At-E 1t (T1 1)11I ) 
a*= (T1 )2 1 At (T)1 K 
0a1 At. (T::1)21 K 
(T)3 At g(Ti)3i(T 1) t( )Kt-g 
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CONTINUATION OF CHART 1-9
 
Then, the outputs are given by: 
M = -A-IB
 
Note that A- 1 is the covariance matrlx of the estimate.
 
b = 
 al + A-IB2 
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V MATRIX 
I (T 1 )2 o1 I(T 1) 3 0I- 12 3 
11 _ -- il)23 -gT 1 )22 0 
At 	 o (Tl)13 I o) I 1 2 
At "(Iih.31 1 -R(, 1)12 
v = -
At i 	 g(T) 2 3 ) 22 
II 
A - -	 "(T 1)231 { -(Wl)22
 
K 
*[0
.1	AtI ".6( 9)I o _ I 3 • 
At! , 1)33 I -g(T 
K0
. 0 
A I 
. 
13 K 
3 K 	 K 1 K (diagonal)(diagonal) 	 (diagonal) 
All missing entries are zero. 
0T)IJ denotes the (i,j) component of TV. 
Numbers at the edge of the V matrix denote the dimension of the submatrices. 
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PART II 
CALl BRATION
 
This part of the document contains the instructions to perform a calibration of the ISU. 
Calibration is the process of determining the instrument model coefficients and the elements 
of the matrices to transform from the instrument frames to the body frame. It is ac­
complished by: 1) taking measurements with the instruments contained in the ISU in a 
known input environment; and 2) using the relationship between the known kinematic inputs 
and digital outputs of the instruments to determine the instrument model coefficients and 
the elements of the matrices. The kinematic inputs consist of the earth's "gravity" 
vector, g; the earth's rotational vector, wE; noise; and, in some cases, the angular
-- T 
velocity of the test table, , . By judicious choices of ISU orientations relative to these 
vectors, it is possible to isolate terms in the models. Computation of the calibration 
constants can then be greatly simplified, and higher accuracy may be achieved. 
After the ISU has been mounted on the test table, the system survey procedures contained 
in Part 1, Section 2 are performed to determine the orientation of the ISU relative to the 
table, and to determine the test table resolver settings for all calibration positions. The 
calibration procedures contained within this part of the document cannot be performed 
until after those activities have been accomplished. 
The calibration presentation is divided into six sections. The procedures which dictate 
the collection of data for determining the constants related to angular velocity sensitive 
terms are contained in Section 1. 
Sections 2 and 3 contain the procedures for determining the constants related to accelera­
tion sensitive terms in the gyro and the accelerometer, respectively. The calibration 
computations are contained in Section 4; and in Section 5 there are schematic descriptions 
of all calibration procedures. Section 6 is included as an aid to the analyst in developing 
the information required on various calibration work sheets. 
Information required to perform the various calibration procedures, and the forms used 
to supply this information, include 
1. Resolver settings (Test Table Resolver Settings Sheet) 
2. Selected elements of the matrix transforming from the body frame to the test 
table rotary axis frame at certain positions (TBRm), for use in calibration 
computations (computer entry format) 
11-2 
3. Measurement counter connections (Counter Connections Sheet), and 
4. Measurement counter settings (Counter Settings Sheet). 
The test table resolver settings are determined in the System Survey Procedure (see 
Section 1-2). The operator will obtain the information required in the Resolver Settings 
Sheet (Chart II-1) from the Survey Results Sheet described in Section 1-2. The accuracies 
to which the resolver settings are required are discussed in Section 11-6. 
The required TBRm settings should be available from the current system survey procedure 
in a format suitable for computer input (probably paper tape). If not, they may be obtained 
from the Survey Results Sheet. 
The counter connections to be used in calibration are shown in the Counter Connections 
Sheet (Chart 11-2). The selections of counter connections are prompted by the requirement 
to minimize possible error and to minimize the need for reconnection. If, at a later 
date, it is necessary to change these connections, the Counter Settings and Outputs Sheets 
must also be changed. 
The counter settings are specified by the Counter Settings Sheet, Chart 11-3. The values 
to be assigned to these settings are functions of the calibration accuracy requirements 
which are a function of measurement time. The determination of these settings is discussed 
in Section 11-6. 
Additional work sheets include the Counter Outputs Sheet (Chart 11-4), which is used to 
record intermediate data; and the Calibration Results Sheet (Chart 11-5), which is used 
to record the calibration results. Since all of the above mentioned sheets are common 
to the entire calibration procedure, they are consolidated here rather than being scattered 
throughout this part of the document. Master copies of each of the sheets are included in 
Part IV. which will be duplicated for use in conducting experiments. 
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CHART Il- I 
TEST TABLE RESOLVER SETTINGS 
Position I Position 2 Position 3 Position 4 Position 5 Position 6 
#1 90° 90 900 90o 900 900 
Rotating#'2 Rotating Rotating Rotating Rotating Rotating 
5+1380'#3 0 1 + 18O0 #3+1800 
509513 
Position 7 Position 8 Position 9 Position 10 Position 11 Position 12 
0* * 00*#1 0 * 01* 00* 
#P2 90' 90, 900 90' 900 900 
61 o2,23 * 4 , 6 , 
#3 #3 3 3 3 3_ _ _ _ S6404 4 04 04 04 041 1 3 34 #4 #4 
Position 13 Position 14 Position 15 
*00 * 0001 00 * 
02 900 900 900 
R i b * * 
* Requires bubble level correction. 
CHART 11-2 
COUNTER CONNECTIONS 
Experiment: Date ' 
Positions Counter 1 Counter 2 Counter 3 Counter 4 Counter 5 Counter 6 
o o Master 
Gyro 2 Gyro 3 Not Required Not RequredOscillator Gyro 1 
- 0 0 Table Table Table Table 
o o t Rotation Rotation Rotation Rotation 
LN Z.
 
o Measure Z Measure Z Measure Z Measure Z 
- It:I 
L- o Master Master Master
 
Oscillator Oscillator Oscillator
 
o Measure Z Measure Z Measure Z 
- 00oO Accelerometer 1 Accelerometer 1 Accelerometer 2 Accelerometer 2 Accelerometer 3 Accelerometer3 
Line Line 2 Line l Line 2 Line Line 2 
-H
 
0 Master Master Master Master Master Master 
c Oscillator Oscillator Oscillator Oscillator Oscillator Oscillator 
0 ' 
< 
0o Measure X-Y Measure X-Y Measure X-Y Measure X-Y Measure X-Y Measure X-Y 
CHART 11-3 
COUNTER SETTINGS 
Experiment: Date-
Positions Counter I Counter 2 Counter 3 Counter 4 Counter 5 Counter 6 
__ ___(EnO) m ( m _n__ ( _)m (Znr)m 
1 Not Required Not Required 
2 
3 
6 Noeen2 R2 T0Gm TGma (_nl ) 3 
0 
7 
8 
11 
12___No Reqire 
TZ),m 
1 2 
n 
Y)21TE)2 
in m 
(ZG 
14 
151 
0 
7 
8 
0 14 ___ ___ 
___ 
15 ________________ ________ _______ ___ 
11 
12 
13 
CHART 11-4
 
Experiment: 
Positions 
1 
z 2 _ 
Counter I 
( m 
_ _ 
Counter 2 
(Z3) 
_ 
_ _ 
COUNTER OUTPUTS 
Counter 3 Counter 4 
(Z)2 (18)W 
_ 
_ _ 
Date' 
Counter 5 
Not Required 
_ 
Counter 6 
Not Required 
_ 
61 
7 
8 
Not Required (S) (z8)2 (zs.8)3 
[-, 
__0 
11 
1_2 
1_3 
14 
15. 
7 
8 
(T Am(n11(2:nl)1 T Am T)A'A(2:n 2)A (IZnl) 22n (7 n, T (ZTAm1( l32 
0 10 
12 
13 
14 
15 
CHART 11-5 
CALIBRATION RESULTS SHEET 
Experiment: 
Principal Operator: 
Date: 
PROCEDURE DESCRIPTION 
Survey Results Sheet Used
 
Resolver Settings Sheet Used
 
Counter Settings Sheet Used
 
Counter Outputs Sheet Used
 
Special Procedures 
RESULTS
 
Parameter Units Instrument 1 Instrument 2 Instrument 3
 
Gyros
 
A 
€ Deg/Pulse
 
(G
. 
B3) 
R Deg/Hr.
 
B, Deg/Hr. -g
 
B0 Deg/Hr. -g
 
BS Deg/Hr. -g
 
CII Deg/Hr. -g 2
 
OSS Deg/Hr. -g 2
 
Cis Deg/Hr. -g 
2
 
Cos Deg/Hr. -g2
 
C10 Deg/Hr. -g2
 
QH Hr. /Deg.
 
QIS Hr. /Deg.
 
J Hours 
Accelerometers
 
D1 (Pulses/Sec)/g
(A,. BI
 
1 B1
2)
 
cA4- 1_3)
 
DO gD 0 g/g
 
D2 g/g 2
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PART II 
SECTION 1 
CALl BRATION OF GYRO ANGULAR VELOCITY SENSITIVE TERNS 
This section describes the procedures to obtain measurement data used in the determination 
of the constants associated with the angular velocity sensitive terms of the gyros. This set 
of procedures will probably, but not necessarily, be accomplished before the procedures 
described in subsequent sections. The measurements described in this section are taken 
with the rotation from the test table as the principal kinematic input 
Subsection 1-1. 1 contains the procedures to obtain data to determine the scale factors of 
the three gyros and the inverse of the QG matrix which transforms from the gyro frame 
to the ISU body frame. Measurements are made in six positions, denoted as Positions 1 
through 6. 
In I-1. 2, the procedures to obtain data for deternnation of scale factor nonlinearity 
are described. These procedures will be performed as a separate experiment rather than 
as a part of a complete calibration. 
Subsection 1I-1. 3 contains the procedures for the evaluation of the J terms. These pro­
cedures will also be performed as a special experiment, rather than as a part of a 
complete calibration. 
The reader may refer to Section HI-5. 1, Fundamental Modes, to further his understanding 
of the procedures described in this section. 
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I-1. 1 Scale Factor and (QG)-
The procedures to obtain measurement data used to compute the gyro scale factor and the 
inverse of the matrix (QG) are listed in Chart 11-6. These procedures utilize Positions 
1 to 6 as shown on Figure I-1. 
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CHART 11-6 
LABORATORY PROCEDURES 
CALIBRATION OF GYRO SCALE FACTOR AND (QG)I - POSITIONS 1 TO 6 
INSTRUCTIONS 	 COMMENTS 
1) Verify that the data required for the mea- 1) See Section 11-6.
 
surements are available on the Resolver
 
Settings and Counter Settings Sheets.
 
2) 	 Verify that the turn-on procedures have 2) The turn-on procedures are
 
been performed and the equipment required given in Section I-I.
 
is operating.
 
3) 	 Connect gyros, master oscillator, and ro- 3) See Counter Connections Sheet 
tary axis output to frequency counters, for connection assignments. 
4) 	Set counters to "measure Z" mode. 
5) 	 Set 01 to 900 
l6) Set (Bn 0 )m on frequency counters. 6) 	 See Counter Settings Sheet.
 
Note: All four counters will
 
be set to the same value.
 
7) Set 03 and 04 to 03-i and 04 7) 	 Obtain settings from Resolver
 
Settings Sheet.
 
8) Start table rotating and adjust speed. 8) 	 Speed should be adjusted to
 
just less than gyro saturation
 
level.
 
9) Start data collection. 9) 	After table has passed resolver 
output angle, switch all coun­
ters to operate before the 
10) 	After counters output, switch all counters output angle is again reached to standby and stop table. 	 so that time measured onCounter I is the measurement 
time for all gyros. 
11) Record counter outputs on Counter Outputs 
Sheet. 
12) 	 Rotate 03 by 1800. 12) This rotation moves table to
Position 2. 
13) 	 Start table rotating. Adjust speed to that 13) If 03 can be rotated accurately 
used for m=l. with the table in motion, it may
-1 not be necessary to stop the 
table. 
14) Perform steps 9 to 11 for m=2. 
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CHART 11-6 (Cot.) 
LABORATORY PROCEDURES
 
CALIBRATION OF GYRO SCALE FACTOR AND 
INSTRUCTIONS 21 
- POSITIONS 1 TO 6 (Continued) 
COMMENTS 
15) Perform steps 6 to 14 for m=3, 
m=5, 6. 
4, and 
H-12
 
O up © up
 
Rotary Axis Rotary Axis 
B1 
East .00 East 
< Trunnion Axis Trunnion Axis East 
B1 
Positions 1 and 2. B1 aligned with rotary axis in plus and minus sense 
Rotary Axis Rotary Axis
2

East 
Es
 
Trunnion Axis EastTrunnion Axis E 
B2
 
Positions 3 and 4. B 2 aligned with rotary axis in plus and minus sense 
uRotary Axis up Rotary Axis 
East East 
Trunnion Axis Trunnion Axis 
B3 

I 
Positions 5 and 6. B3 aligned with rotary axis in plus and minus sense 
In these positions, 01 is set at 900 so that the rotary axis 
is horizontal. The table is rotating 
Figure 11-1. Test Table Orientations For Positions 1 to 6 
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II-i. 2 Nonlinearity Experiments 
This section describes the procedures to perform the experiments to determine the non­
linearity of the gyro scale factors. The derivation of this experiment is described in 
Section 4. 2. 4 of the Development Document. 
Basically, the experiment consists of measuring gyro outputs for several speeds of the 
test table, plotting the frequency of the gyro output as a function of the angular velocity, 
and determining the functional relationship between the angular velocity input and the gyro 
output from the plot. 
The measurements from each gyro are taken when its input axis is nominally directed 
along the table rotary axis. Positions 1, 3 and 5 (see the preceding subsection) will be 
used in these experiments. The test table is brought to a constant angular velocity and 
measurements are made for N whole turns, where N is selected to minimize the quantization 
and noise errors. Frequency counters are used to measure the time and the count of 
gyro output pulses for the N turns. The process is repeated at several different angular 
velocities for each gyro. 
Next, the total angular velocity and the frequency of gyro output is computed and plotted 
for each measurement. A separate plot is made for each gyro. From these plots, the 
relationship between frequency of output and angular velocity can be determined. 
The Counter Settings Sheet and the Counter Outputs Sheet are modified as shown in Charts 
11-8 and HI-9 for use during this experiment. A listing of laboratory procedures for the 
nonlinearity experiment is contained on Chart IU-7. Master copies of Charts II-8, and II-9 
are available in Part IV. 
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CHART 11-7 
LABORATORY PROCEDURES 
NONLINEARITY EXPERIMENTS 
INSTRUCTIONS 	 COMMENTS 
1) Verify that the data required for the mea- 1) See Section 11-6.
 
surements are available on the Resolver
 
Settings and Counter Settings Sheets.
 
2) 	Verify that the turn on procedures have 2) The turn-on procedures are
 
been performed and the equipment required given in Section I-1.
 
is operating.
 
3) Connect gyros, master oscillator and 3) See Counter Connections Sheet 
rotary axis output to frequency counters. (Positions I to 6) for connection 
assignments. 
4) Set counters to "measure Z" mode. 4) 	 See Resolver Settings Sheet.
 
Position 1 is used for gyro
 
1 experiment.
 
5) 	Set 0 and t and n Setl 5) m=i for gyro 1, m=3 for gyroto 90to 3 04. 	 2, and m=5 for gyro 3. 
o 9Settings obtained from Resolver 
6) Set (r n0 ) on counters for this gyro and Settings Sheet. 
this 	speed. 6) Use Counters 1 and 2 for gyro
1, Counters l and 3 for gyro 2,
and Counter 1 and 4 for gyro 3. 
Set from Counter Settings Sheet7) Start table and adjust speed for 

measurement 1. 7) Obtain speed setting from
 
Counter Settings Sheet.
 
8) 	Switch counters to operate. 8) Make sure that a rotary axis 
output pulse does not occur 
between the time the two
 
9) After counter output, switch counters counters are switched.
 
to standby.
 
10) 	 Record counter outputs on Counter 
Outputs Sheet. 
11) 	 Repeat steps 6 to 10 for all speeds for this 
gyro. 
12) 	 Stop table. 
13) 	 Repeat steps 5 to 12 for gyros 2 and 3. 14) oE sin X from Survey Results 
Sheet. ST is scale factor for 
14) Compute = counter setting + master oscillator output. Data S1 \counter 1 output) may be recorded on Counter ¢o 	 smX. Outputs Sheet. 
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CHART TI- (Cc) 
LABORATORY PROCEDURES 
NONLINEARITY EXPERIMENTS (Continued) 
INSTRUCTIONS 	 ±1 COMMENTS 
T /counter i output\15) Compute P SI counter i output) 15) Record on Counter Outputs 
i = 2, 3, or 4 for gyros 1, 2, or 3, respectively Sheet. 
16) 	 Plot P agamst wcon graph paper for 
each gyro. 
17) 	 Analyze plots to find f where P =f(w). 
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CHART 1H-8 
COUNTER SETTINGS 
Experiment- Gyro Scale Factor Nonlinearity Date. 
Positions Counter 1 Counter 2 Counter 3 Counter 4 Angular Velocity 
Not Required 
CHART 11-9
 
COUNTER OUTPUTS 
Experiment Gyro Scale Factor Nonlinearity Date-
Positions Counter I Counter 2 Counter 3 Counter 4 t P 
co 
I-1. 3 J Term Experiments 
The positions to be used during the experiments which determine the value of the J term 
are the same as Positions 7 and 11 with the modification that the test table will be rotating. 
Gyro output data are collected over a period during which the angular velocity of the table 
has changed. This experiment is the only calibration experiment that requires evaluation 
of the integrals: 
f sin o2 dt 
fcosQ2 dt 
which vary as a function of time. The manner in which these integrals are determined will 
depend upon the manner in which the test table angular acceleration is commanded during 
the experiment. This cannot be specified until the test table is evaluated to discern its 
ability to control angular accelerations. For this reason, the detailed procedure listing 
for the J term has not been completed. After sufficient data has been obtained on the 
operation of the test table, an approach to the evaluation of these integrals can be selected. 
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CHART 11-10
 
LABORATORY PROCEDURES 
J TERM EXPERIMENT 
INSTRUCTIONS 	 ±/ COMMENTS 
Note: 	This sheet will be completed 
by laboratory personnel after 
the test table angular accelera 
t-on control has been specified 
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PART I I 
SECTION 2
 
CALl BRATION OF GYRO ACCELERATION SENSITIVE TERIMS 
This section describes the procedures for obtaining data to determine the gyro acceleration 
sensitive coefficients. The positions used in these experiments are identical with those 
used in accelerometer calibration (see Section 11-3). Section 11-2. 1 lists the procedures 
for the determination of the bias, unbalance, and square compliance terms. Section 
11-2.2 contains procedures for the determination of the product compliance terms. 
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11-2. 1 Bias, Unbalance, and Square Compliance Terms 
The procedures to obtain measurement data to be used to compute gyro bias (R), unbalance 
(BI, BO, BS) and square compliance (CII, CSS) terms are listed in Chart H1-li. These 
procedures utilize test table Positions 7 through 12 shown on Figure 11-2. 
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CHART 11-11
 
LABORATORY PROCEDURES 
CALIBRATION OF GYRO BIAS, UNBALANCE, AND
 
SQUARE COMPLIANCE TERMS - POSITIONS '7 TO 12
 
INSTRUCTIONS 	 COMMENTS 
1) 	Verify that the data required for the mea- 1) See Section 11-6.
 
surements are available on the Resolver
 
Settings and Counter Settings Sheets.
 
2) 	Verify that the turn-on procedures have 2) The turn-on procedures are
 
been performed and the equipment required given in Section I-1.
 
in operating.
 
3) Connect gyros and master oscillator to 3) See Counter Connections Sheet 
frequency counters. (Positions 7 to 15, gyro) for 
connection assignments. 
4) 	 Set counters to "measure Z" mode. 
5) 	Set 01 to 00 plus level correction and 5) Level corrections are obtained 
02 to 900. from test table bubble levels. 
6) 	Set 03 to 0 3 m=7 plus level correction 6) Settings obtained from Resol­
and 04 to 0 4m=7 ver Settings Sheet. 
7) 	Set (F n 1T)9m 7 7) These settings are on theCounter Settings Sheet. 
8) 	Start measurement by switching counters
 
to operate. After counter output, switch
 
counters to standby.
 
9) 	 Record data(Lt() mR- 7 on Counter Outputs 9) This number may be postiveCutrOtus)Thsnmemabepiiv 
Sheet. 	 or negative. 
10) Rotate 03 by 1800. 10) 	This rotation moves table to 
Position 8. 
11) Repeat 7 to 9 for m=8. 
12) Repeat 6 to 11 for m=9, 10; and m=11, 12. 
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Q Up BI Up 
Oue East East 
Outer Axis Trunnion Axis Outer Trunnion Axis Axis 
--- Rotary Axis .b-- Rotary Axis4 
B1 
Positions 7 and 8. B1 pointing up and down. 
UpA B2 SUpA 
East East 
Outer Trunnion Axis Out Trunnion Axis 
Axis Axis 
4 Rotary Axis 4 Rotary Axis 
Ir 
B 2
 
Positions 9 and 10. B2 pointing up and down. 
@ Up B3 @ Up, 
East T EastOute Trunnion Axis Oute Axis 
Axis 
4--Rotary Axis --- Rotary Axis 
83 
B3 pointing up and downPositions 11 and 12. 
In these positions, 01 is set to 00, and 02 is set to 90 ° 
Figure 11-2. Test Table Orientations For Positions 6 to 12 
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11-2.2 Product Compliance Terms 
The procedures to obtam measurement data to be used to compute gyro product compliance 
terms (CIo , CIS, CO) are listed in Chart 11-12. These procedures use test table Positions 
13, 14 and 15 shown on Figure 11-3.
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CHART 11-12 
LABORATORY PROCEDURES 
CALIBRATION OF GYRO PRODUCT COMPLIANCE TERMS - POSITIONS 13 TO 15 
INSTRUCTIONS 	 COMMENTS 
1) Verify that the data required for the 1) See Section 11-6.
 
measurements are available on the Resolver
 
Settings and Counter Settings Sheets.
 
2) 	 Verify that the turn-on procedures have 2) The turn-on procedures are
 
been performed and the equipment required given in Section I-1.
 
is 	operating. 
3) Connect gyros and master oscillator 3) See Counter Connections Sheet 
to frequency counters. (Positions 7 to 15, gyro) for 
connection assignments. 
4) 	Set counters to "measure Z" mode. 
5) Set 01 to 00 plus level correction and 5) 	Level corrections are obtained 
from test table bubble levels.02 	 to 900. 
6) Set 3 to 3 plus level correction 6) 	 Settings obtained from Resolver 
Settings Sheet.04 	 to O 13. 
T7) 	 Set ( n Gm13 
'Stn ) 1 on frequency counters. 7) These settings are on theCounter Settings Sheet. 
8) 	 Start measurements by switching counters
 
to operate. After counter output, switch
 
counters to standby.
 
9) 	Record data (D65)m43 on Counter 9) These numbers may be
 
Outputs Sheet. positive or negative.
 
10) Repeat steps 6 to 9 for m=14; and m=15. 
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©Up s~ ~l 
UPB Rotary Axis1 
B2 
East 
Outer Axis Trunnion Axis 
Position 13. BI and B2 450 off the vertical 
BI Up A,. Rotary Axis 
A jB3 East 
TrunnionAXis Es 
Outer Axis 
Position 14. B1 and B 3 450 off the vertical 
Up Rotary Axis 
Trunnion AxIs East 
Outer Axis 
Position 15. B2 and B3 450 off the vertical 
In these positions, $, is set at 00, and 02 at 900. 
Figure 11-3. Test Table Orientations For Positions 13, 14, and 15 
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PART II 
SECTION 3
 
CALIBRATION OF THE ACCELEROMETERS 
Accelerometer calibration measurements are made at the same positions as used to 
determine the gyro acceleration sensitive terms (see Section U1-Z). Section 11-3. 1 des­
cribes the procedures for obtaining data for the determination of all accelerometer 
constants other than the third order term. Procedures to obtain data to determine the 
third order term are contained in 11-3.2. The flow diagram descriptions of all procedures 
are contained in 11-5.3. 
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R-3. 1 Scale Factor, Bias, Second Order Terms and (QA)-I 
The procedures to obtain measurement data to be used to compute each accelerometer's 
scale factor (DI), bias (D0), second order term ( a2), nd the transform from accelerom­
eter to body axis frames are listed in Chart 1-13. These procedures use test table 
Positions 7 through 12 which are illustrated in Figure H1-2 in Section 1-2. 1. 
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CHART 11-13
 
LABORATORY PROCEDURES 
CALIBRATION OF ACCELEROMET R BIAS, SCALE FACTORS,
 
SECOND ORDER TERMS (OA)- - POSITIONS 7 TO 12
 
INSTRUCTIONS 	 ±" COMMENTS 
1) Verify that the data required for the 1) See Section I-6.
 
measurements are available on the Resolver
 
Settings and Counter Settings Sheets.
 
2) 	Verify that the turn-on procedures have 2) The turn-on procedures are 
been performed and the equipment required given m Section I-1. 
is operating. 
3) 	Connect accelerometers and master 3) See Counter Connections Sheet 
oscillator to frequency counters. 	 (Positions 7 to 15, accelerom­
eter) for connection 
assignments. 
4) 	Set frequency counters to "measure X-Y
 
mode.
 
5) Set 01 to 00 plus level correction 5) 	 Level corrections are obtained 
from the test table bubble
and 02 to goo . levels.
 
6) Set to plus level correction 6) Settings obtained from
 
Resolver Settings Sheet.and 04 to 0 m=74 
7) 	 Set (r mk on frequency counters. 7) These settings are on theCounter Settings Sheet. 
8) 	 Start measurement by switching counter to
 
operate. After counter output, switch
 
counters to standby.
 
TAm=7 
m9) 	 Record data (E ni1o)ktt on Counter Outputssheet. 
10) Rotate 03 by 1800. 10) 	 This rotation moves table 
to Position 8. 
11) 	 Repeat steps 7 to 9 for m=8. 
12) 	 Repeat steps 6 to 11 for m=9, 10; and 
m=, 12. 
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1-3.2 Third Order Terms 
The procedures to obtain measurement data to be used to compute the third order term 
(D 3 ) of each accelerometer are listed in Chart 11-14. These procedures use test table 
Positions 13 and 14, which are shown on Figure 11-3 in Section 11-2.2. 
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CHART If-14 
LABORATORY PROCEDURES 
CALIBRATION OF ACCELEROMETER THIRD ORDER TERMS-POSITIONS 13 AND 14 
INSTRUCTIONS 	 COMMENTS 
1) Verify that the data required for the mea- 1) See Section 11-6. 
surements are available on the Resolver 
Setting and Counter Settings Sheets. 
2) 	 Verify that the turn-on procedures have 2) The turn-on procedures are 
been performed and the equipment required given in Section I-1.
 
is operating.
 
3) Connect accelerometers and master 3) See Counter Connections Sheet 
oscillator to frequency counters. (positions 7 to 15 accelerom­
eter) for connection assignment 
4) 	Set frequency counters to "measure X-Y" 
mode. 
5) Set 0i to 00 plus level correction and 02 5) 	Level corrections are obtained 
from the test table bubble 900 * 900" levels. 
6) Set 03 to 0m=13 plus level correction 6) 	Settings obtained from
 
Resolver Settings Sheet.
and 04 to 0 m=13 
7) 	 Set (f)mj= 13 on frequency counters. 7) These settings are on theCounter Settings Sheet. 
8) 	 Start measurement by switching counters
 
to operate. After counter output, switch
 
counters to standby.
 
nonT I )k,13 o Counter9) 	 Record data (n 
Outputs Sheet. 
10) Repeat steps 5 to 8 for m=14. 
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PART II
 
SECTI ON 4
 
CALl BRATION COMPUTATIONS
 
Contained herein are the procedures to accomplish the calibration computations, and the 
equations to be programmed to determine the calibration constants. The first subsection 
contains the procedures listing to accomplish the computations. The equations for the 
gyro and the accelerometer calibration constants are presented in 11-4.2 and U-4.3, 
respectively. These equations are presented in sufficient detail to define the program. 
The computations may be programmed to run on any general purpose computer. The 
program should be constructed so that it is general enough to allow computations for a 
partial calibration. Schematic illustrations of the procedures to accomphsh the 
cahbration computations are contained in Section 11-5.4. 
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11-4. 1 Calibration Computation Procedures 
The procedures to perform calibration computations are listed in Chart 11-15. Chart 
11-16 contains a list of positions at which measurements must be made in order that a 
given constant can be evaluated. Many constants are determined from measurements at 
only one or two positions. Many others require a knowledge of other calibration constants. 
In all cases, the complete set of required positions are shown on the chart, including 
those positions required in the determination of prerequisite constants, which are shown 
in parentheses. The scale factor (Ad) or D1 ) is also required for each other term. 
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CHART 11-15 
LABORATORY PROCEDURES 
CALIBRATION COMPUTATIONS 
INSTRUCTIONS 	 ±/ COMMENTS 
1) Prepare data for entry. 
2) 	 Enter calibration program into computer. 
3) Enter system constants from Survey 3) Includes g , wEcosX, WE sin X 
Results Sheet. and scale factors not 
permanently in program. 
eBRm 1 BRm TBRm4) 	EnterT 12 22 32 for m = 1, 3, 5, 13, 14, 15 from system survey procedure. 
5) Enter counter settings from Counter 5) It will be desirable to perform 
Settings Sheet. partial calibration so that in 
some cases partial data lists 
will be entered. 
6) 	 Enter counter outputs from Counter Outputs 
Sheet. 
7) 	 If it is desired to calibrate the accelerom­
eter without performing positions 13 and 14, 
enter last values of (DIfD3 ) for all 
accelerometers, 
8) 	 Computer computes and outputs constants. 
9) Record all data that is valid on Calibration 9) For partial calibration, refer
 
Results Sheet. to Chart 11-16 to determine
 
which constants are valid.
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CHART 11-16 
CALIBRATION RESULTS SHEET 
Experiment: 
Principal Operator: 
Date: 
PROCEDURE DESCRIPTION 
Survey Results Sheet Used 
Resolver Settings Sheet Used 
Counter Settings Sheet Used 
Counter Outputs Sheet Used 
Special Procedures 
RESULTS 
Parameter Units Instrument I Instrument 2 Instrument 3 
Gyros 
A D Deg/Pulse 1-6 1-6 1-6 
(G.fB 1 )(G...%) 1,23,4 1,23,4 1,23,4 
(A -B3) 5,6 5,6 5,6 
R Deg/Hr. 11, 12 (1to 4) 7,8(3to6) 7,8, (3 to 6) 
B, Deg/Hr. -g 7,8 (1,2) 9,10(3,4) 11,12 (5,6) 
Bl0 Deg/Hr.-g 11, 12 (5,6) 7,8(1,2) 7,8 (1,2) 
BS Deg/Hr. -g 9, 10(3,4) 11,12(5,6) 9,10 (3,4) 
C Deg/Hr. _g 2 7,8(lto 6, 11,1 9, 10(lto8) 11, 12 (1 to 8) 
CSS Deg/Hr. -g2 9, 10(lIto6, 11,1 11, 12(lto8) 9, 10 (1 to 8) 
Cis Deg/Hr. -g2 13 (1 to 12) 15 (1 to 12) 15 (1 to 12) 
Cos Deg/Hr. -g2 15(lto6, 9to12) 14 (toS, 11, 12) 13 (1 to 10) 
C10 Deg/Hr. -g2 14(lto8, 11, 12 13 (1 to 10) 14 (lito8, 11, 12) 
QII Hr. /Deg. Speci 1 Experiments 
QIS Hr. /Deg. Speci 1 Experiments 
J Hours Speci 1 Experiments 
Accelerometers 
D 1 (Pulses/Sec)/g 7,8,13(9,10,Do) 9, 10, 13, (7,8,Do) 11,12,14(7,8,Do) 
(A" B) 7,8 _ 7,8 7,8 
(A "'!2) 9,10 9,10 9, 10 
(Ai. 3) 11,12 11,12 11,12 
Do g 9,10 or 11,12 7,8 or 11,12 7,8 or 9,10 
D 2 g/g 2 7,8 (Do) 9, 10 (Do) 11, 12 (Do) 
D3 g/g 3 Same as DI Same as D1 Same as Dj 
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11-4. 2 Gyro Computations 
The gyro computations are shown on the following pages. The reader should note that 
all the equations except those for product compliance (Cis or CIO) contain terms of the 
form 
TGm (T ?m+1)(En1 ).(4) 
where m = 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, or 11. This suggests that it may be convenient to perform these 
computations as a special routine. 
The Q matrix is defined from the misalignment terms as follows: 
1 -(G1 B 2) (G1 "B-3) 
-(G2BQG = -(92. B1) 1 3 ) 
-(93' Pl) -(G3. B2) I 
The QA matrix is defined from the misalignment terms as follows: 
1 -(AO' B2 ) -A g 3)
A 
-B 1 -(A 
QA= 1 2­
-L) - (A_2 1 3) 
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GYRO CALIBRATION EQUATIONS 
Scale Factor and 	 lisalignments [q-1,2037,
= + 21 CP22 9 k' 3] 2 f l/2
Gyro One[281 (2) 1 
(DnT)' (ZnT)2 J 
[C(G 1. B1)/A0J1 =	 21 
I +)/n) 2 T -. 
rGI . 32)/A011 =(snT)	 4 
IS + (SnT6 	 -25 T ~sinxl, 
6s1 ) (mr{) Tj_)AT (mn)[ (snLnT)6 1 jT) 
Gyro Two [ Pa)_1(28
+ -_ - 2 T 	 1si2n X 
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GYRO CALIBRATION EQUATIONS (Continued)
 
Gyro Two (Continued)
 
rT 
EnI)1(En 
1Fn),(Fo3 

~ B)/~fl =hoc;; 
 t~:)- 2ST aE sin X 
E(G2 "B2)/A- - ¢(D¢3 (Sn)2S sn 12 
L n + (6)( (3{ TG 
(9-2"L-3)/D]2- (Zn)5 6 E Sn0/S +(Dn¢)__ T_2S I
 
L ;T) 2 sin Xj 
Gyro Three
 
P) 1 (Z)3 
L(G6) 3. l(" L(6) (5)2 1Lskl((, (Do 3 0~&B)Au+gsn> 
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GYRO CALIBRATION EQUATIONS (Continued)
 
Gyro Three (Continued)
 
[/vt (Sil mT)6J 
ER~k = [R/M ]k FMS]k 
Gyro One 
1 1 
[(G sin [T' 5r(G 1. Bi)/MN + T 5 (G°B 2 )/A41 1 Rk1 =RA(] + I 
Gyro Two 
+ER/A% ], 2s 
1 IG1G 
+ G88]Gyro Three + 
sin X [TBR1 _ - o T _ 
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GYRO CALIBRATION EQUATIONS (Continued) 
Unbalance 
[Blk = [B/AD]k EA¢lk 
Gyro One 
1 r 6)7 )8 ] ECos X 
LB/AcJb T-- - T8 - g L(G - B )/M3 1 
2gST L n G (Ln T)91 j (G 
1 ( 12 E 
LBO/A 2gS1 il I G12j -- [ - B3)/AT 1 
(1 (r2( 10 wE > . 
-1 @)(EnP-
Gyro Two 
10 
(l)2 2 w Cos XLF9 CB1/A PJ2 = - j - C(G2* 82)/A@3 
T 72gS pG i 1 ) g 
1 2g 
(@6)2s
B/q2 TG1 7C - [(G 2 .B)/A&1]
1 rfL(Zh) 2 2 
2 
11 
-412
 
GYRO CALIBRATION EQUATIONS (Continued)
 
Gyro Three
 
E~64 '~)2 1 o X 
EB/A], = - - - C(G,-3° B3)/1 3 
= 1 3 () ] 
2gS1 L '_3-( l)3 C(G3 B))/A ]3
-T GT ITG7 
[Bs32gsT Fn 
(G - 3CB/AD3 - l9 3 () 1 w- Cos )/Ao]3 
1 1 3 ' 
Square Compliance 
LCk = LC/A 4kLA4Jk 
Gyro One 
c cI/A , 
I CSS/A,3 1 
- 1 T G7 + G _] 2 
2g 2 S{lmli j g2 
Esin[TXBR (G1 . B2)/A! + T BR 1 
9 2T2 1021E(1 
1 - + -­)1 R/ 
2g2 S4 LrI) (sn i)?t j g2 
nI[TB2'3 [(G 1 - B9)/A402 + TB 
2121-
(G1 .B3 )/A4] 
3/& 
c(G.L3 )/AsI 1 
-
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GYRO CALIBRATION EQUATIONS (Continued)
 
Gyro Two
 
1 29 V2101
 
=21 sI (Sl) 2 (pn) 2 _] g
 
wsin X BR3 R 
[Tp2 E(G2" B1)M'] 2 + T2 3 2C( "B )/Ac] 
S1ss_ [ F6)2 12 
(snT2)G12'g2g 
2 

s [Tfr C-(G" -B)/ )] + TB E(Go B-)/A 2 ] 
Gyro Three 
(r6)~I E)~lJ3 PTI1 - ("'3SCsi/AsT3 = T 
_(_ Gl5 3 " )1 (R/Ad]3 2 
g2
 
+ m,)1 0 g2 s T)O9 
1 l) 3 (Z£G3 
Ain x TB2R3 Cr(G3- B1)/]3 + TB2R 3 
-T1 - 323 C(G- B3/6]3-13
g2 
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GYRO CALIBRATION EQUATIONS (Continued) 
Product Compliance 
Gyro One 
ECIS/A@]i3 g-2 9 13/ ~jT+92/cll+Z [BS/,acD] 1l 
1 S 31_zi 
- JI cos X+ TBR1 3 sin?][EG1. B1 /M] 1 [yliN12 + [(G 1. B2 )/A($]1 
g2 12.. .­
[-4iicos X+ TBR13 sin X] + CG_ B /A91 [BR1S sin X] 
+ LCII/A 1 1 + ICss/A 1 
2F 14/2 
+ s Lnl -) CR/&k43 1 -- [r13/A a1 + CBJ/Abi] 
g2 - ­
[TBR1 4 s in k] R+ G B/A°]cCI [V1i2cos X + TB2 4sin -1CII/A 
2 
fTsAlgsin En2--+ 23 /A BR14 in Ej + 3-s + LB Co/A(o1 
_+ -ER/A P] + 
OSA)cc~ ~ 2 T ..G15]I 2 @1 . 
+-q -y BH/A'] 1 (TBR15 sin X) + EG1. B2 /AI'l 1 
(V17-cos X+ TBf15 sin + [Gi. B_ [IRi'2CO + rfl1sanx]]3/A'fl . 
+ [Css/Aq]4
I 
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GYRO CALIBRATION EQUATIONS (Continued) 
Gyro Two 
2FL6U 2 V2 
_C +j/ R/A +- IEBj/&] - EBs/A@D]2
2 S I2 15i g 2 g 
2aB 
+- PT'1 /A92'2 5 sin12X + '9 2 B 2 /A) 
g 
[v'1-7 cos X+ TBR5 sin l+LG2 B 3 /A 2 cosqj+- BR15si 
22 L1'-2cosX+T2 sin3 2 
+ ECii,/AmJ 2 + ICss/AP]2 
c 2 (2l(r) _ 2 ER/A)1J2 -v [B/AP] 2T]g '- I +[BO/&]2l
 
g L-2 
~ [§~4B /AZ g [471/ cos X+- Tf2 'R'3sin X]1
+ G2 B2 /A(D 2 [-A72 cos X+ TB2R13sin X] + [G2.B 3 /Aq] 2 
-
321 sin X]] CCII/'J2 
F 141 
+ 

Es/A(P2 - 2 +- CR/AcP2 +- [ BS / '2 2]/A,,2l 
g2 S L - T )G14J9 2 92 
4+ 2 [C9 2 . p 1 /A@] 2 2cos + Ti1 sn X] + [G 2 "LB2/M]2 
[T1BR14sin x] + EG2 " B3 /A(@2 [-J"-72 cos X + TB2R 4 sinx] 
+ LCss/Aca)2 
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(Continued)GYRO CALIBRATION EQUATIONS 
Gyro Three
 
2 )5 2 
_-- ER/AP 3 -- [cB I/A] 3 + LBs/A4J3]ECIs/A] 3 = g
3 g2(EnT G15 
B1 /A4 [TBR sin X] + IG. B2/ACD3 
1g1s 

[LG. 2
-2 
[/ cos X + TBRl5sin ] +CG 3 . B/A 3 [1/2 cos X + TBR
1 5 sinsin 
- EC1 /A@] 3 - [Css/A'33 
[C1d'I"DJ 2 L £R/A033 -- [cn1/A@13 + [BJOA@P3][W )aj2 
_ B1 /A@ 3 [1/2 cos X + T 1 4sin X] + EG3 . B2 /AD] 3 
[TBR1 14sin X] + [G -B3/AI)J 3 [.47i2 cos X+ TBR1 snX] -tC11 /A4'] 3 
2 2 -Cos /A4i - m)
3 
- CR/io33--r EBSA-PO3+ IBo/A l 
TL2) 3 2gg2 
12 
1 

co X- R3snX +E,-B)Abg2l/ 

12 cos A+ TBR13sin X] + [G 3. B 3 /AtJ 3 CC[TBR13sin sA2-4 32 ss/¢]3 
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GYRO CALIBRATION EQUATIONS (Continued) 
J Term Equations 
The J term equations will be supplied at the time when the procedures for J term 
calibration measurements are specified. At that-lime this page will be replaced by 
a page containing those equations. A discussion of the procedures to be performed 
to calibrate the J term is presented in Section 4. 2. 4 of the Development Document. 
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H-4. 3 Accelerometer Computations 
The computations to be performed to determine the accelerometer calibration constants 
are shown on the following pages. The misalignments are the off diagonal terms of the 
inverse of the matrix (QA) which transforms from the accelerometer input axes frame 
to the body axes frame. 
The form of these equations suggest that it might be convenient to compute the terms 
(F-/m (y)fl' 
! )i2 isnT)tAm Pn TAIz~l m 
and the sums and differences of these terms in a special routine that is performed be­
fore the specific calibration constant determination. 
The accelerometer third order term cannot be separated from the scale factor by a 
choice of positions. In the following set of equations there are two equations given for 
each accelerometer that relate the scale factor term fDI(A .B1) J1 to the third order term 
(D1D3 )i . If a simultaneous solution of the two equations is used to determine the scale 
factor and the third order term, then the scale factor will be sensitive to errors in 
the bias and the second order term. These terms appear on the equation listed second 
in each of the three sets of two equations. This may be avoided by determining the 
third order term (D1 D3)i (by simultaneous solution or other methods) and using this 
value to solve the first equation for [D 1 (Ai.B l) If. This value is subject to the accuracy 
of other terms only through the extremely small term containing D3 . (D1 ) is then 
given by the square root of the sum of the squares of [D1 (A.B)J for j = 1, 2, 3. 
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ACCELEROMETER CALIBRATION EQUATIONS
 
Scale Factor and Cubic Term 
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ACCELEROMETER CALIBRATION EQUATIONS (Continued) 
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ACCELEROMETER CALIBRATION EQUATIONS (Continued)
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ACCELEROMETER CALIBRATION EQUATIONS (Continued)
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PART II 
SECTION 5
 
FUNDAMENTAL MODES
 
In the previous sections, the procedures to be-performed to accomplish calibration were 
delineated by use of Laboratory Procedures Sheets. Those listings of procedures present 
the detailed steps to be performed. They do not, however, present the total picture of 
what is being accomplished in the laboratory, for they do not present an integrated new 
of the entire system. This section is included to illustrate that integrated view. 
The partitioning of the presentation corresponds to the preceding Sections 1 through 4 
as follows: 
* Subsection 11-5. 1 Calibration of Gyro Angular Velocity Sensitive Terms 
* Subsection 1-5. 2 Calibration of Gyro Acceleration Sensitive Terms
 
" Subsection 11-5.3 Calibration of the Accelerometers
 
* Subsection 1-5.4 Calibration Computations 
The presentation utilizes laboratory flow diagrams to schematically illustrate the 
procedures. (A master copy of the diagram and defimtions of its elements are con­
tained in Section 1. 2 of Part IV.) In a mode of operation where the computer is not 
being used, that portion of the diagrams has been omitted. In the calibration compu­
tation discussions, the laboratory computer is schematically represented, although 
the computations might be accomplished on any general-purpose computer. The 
system monitor functions shown in diagrams for measurement or setup modes repre­
sent momtoring devices which are not specifically defined at the time of this writing. 
They are, therefore, not discussed in detail. 
As shown in the calibration diagrams, all calibration measurements are made using 
the frequency counters, rather than the computer interface. Frequency counters are 
required for all accelerometer measurements to allow sampling of the leading edge of 
output pulses, for the purpose of reducing quantization error. During gyro angular 
velocity term determination, the test table rotation data must also be collected by the 
frequency counters to reduce quantization error. To completely free the laboratory 
computer during calibration, NASA/ERC has decided to use frequency counters for all 
other gyro measurements, wich otherwise could be accomplished by the computer 
interface. 
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Six frequency counters are available for data collection. This is an insufficient number 
to allow for a simultaneous measurement of gyro and accelerometer data in those posi­
tions which are common to both calibrations. Therefore, measurements to determine 
gyro acceleration sensitive terms and accelerometer constants are performed in series; 
although they use the same test table positions (7 to 15), and could be performed 
simultaneously if enough data collection devices were available. Tins would result in 
a considerable savings in calibration time at no loss of accuracy. 
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11-5. 1 Calibration of Gyro Angular Velocity Sensitive Terms 
In order to determine the gyro angular velocity sensitive terms, measurements are made 
utilizing the test table rotation as the principal kinematic input. There are three experi­
ments wlhch utilize the rotational capability of the table. The first experiment obtains 
measurement data in six positions (denoted as Positions 1 to 6) required for the determi­
nation of the gyro scale factors and (QG)-. The second experiment obtains data from 
each gyro at several choices of test table angular velocity for the purpose of determining 
the scale factor nonlinearity. The third experiment evaluates the J term by a use of the 
accelerating capability of table. The procedures to be accomplished for either of the 
first two experiments in any position or for any angular velocity are illustrated in Labora­
tory Flow Diagrams 4 and 5. Flow Diagram 4 illustrates the setup steps required 
before measurement, and Flow Diagram 5 illustrates the data flow during the measurement 
process.
 
After the operator has verified that the system is properly operating, and he has the 
information he requires on the Resolver Settings and Counter Settings Sheets, he begins 
the experiment by connecting instruments to the frequency counters, setting the frequency 
counters, and setting the test table resolvers as shown in Flow Diagram 4. The gyros, 
master oscillator, and rotary axis resolver are connected to the frequency counters as 
shown. The output from the rotary axis resolver is connected to the Z input of Counters I 
to 4. The master oscillator is connected to the X input of Counter 1, and the bipolar out­
puts of gyros 1 to 3 are connected to the X-Y inputs of Counters 2 to 4. 
Each counter is set to the mode which measures (in terms of counts on the X-Y input) 
the duration of N counts of the Z input. Counters 2 to 4 will be used to measure the 
gyro output pulses for a number (N) of complete revolutions of the test table; Counter 1 
will be used to measure the time period over which the measurements are made (the time 
required for the N revolutions). In order to make the time counted on Counter 1 valid 
for the measurements on Counters 2 to 4, all of these counters should be set to the same 
count as Counter 1. The count is obtained from the Counter Settings Sheet. 
Next, the test table is set to the correct position. The settings for outer and inner axis 
resolvers (03 and 04) for each position are obtained from the Resolver Settings Sheet. 
The trunnion axis resolver, 01. is set to 900. The table is then commanded to -rotate 
and adjusted to the desired speed. For measurements at Positions 1 to 6 tins speed 
should be just less than the speed causing saturation of the gyro output, and equal for 
each pair of measurement positions (1 and 2, 3 and 4, and 5 and 6). The speed of each 
measurement will be specified on the Counter Settings Sheet for the scale factor non­
linearity experiments. 
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The measurements are then initiated by switching the counters from standby to operate. 
The operator should switch all counters at some time between consecutive output pulses 
from the rotary axis resolver. This is required so that all measurements are made over 
the same time period. The frequency counters collect information as shown in Flow 
Diagram 5. After the first output pulse from the rotary axis resolver, each input pulse 
train is summed in the frequency counters until N rotary axis pulses have been received. 
When this occurs, the frequency counters will print the counts of their X-Y inputs, 
clear their counters, and continue counting. The operator then terminates the procedure 
by switching the counters to standby and he then records the output of each counter on 
the Counter Outputs Sheet. The output from Counter I is a count of time pulses which 
represent an elapsed time. Counters 2 to 4 outputs are pulse train counts from gyros I 
to 3 for the N test table revolutions. 
The operator repeats the above steps until data has been obtained from all required 
positions (or angular velocities in the case of nonlinearity experiments). 
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11-5.2 Calibration of Gyro Acceleration Sensitive Terms 
In order to determine the acceleration sensitive terms of the gyros, gyro measurements 
are made using earth environment inputs only. The procedures to accomplish these 
measurements are listed in Section 2. The steps to obtain measurement data at each 
position are shown in Laboratory Flow Diagrams 6 and 7. 
After the operator has ascertained that the data required for the experiment is available 
on the Resolver Settings and Counter Settings Sheets, and that the equipment is ready 
for operation, he connects the instruments to the frequency counters, and sets the 
frequency counters and test table resolvers. 
The operator connects the gyros and the master oscillator to the frequency counters as 
shown on Flow Diagram 6. The master oscillator line is connected to the Z input 
of Counters 2 to 4. Gyros 1 to 3 are connected to the X-Y inputs of Counters 2 to 4,, 
respectively, as they were in the calibration of angular velocity terms for the gyros. 
each counter is set to count gyro pulses during the time period required to receive N 
time pulses. N is then set on each counter from the Counter Settings Sheet. The time 
of measurement equals N times the period of the input pulses from the master oscillator. 
The counters are being used to count gyro data over a fixed time period. The alternative 
of counting the time for a fixed number of gyro counts would have a smaller quantization 
error; but in many cases the fixed number to be used would be difficult to predetermine. 
The predetermination would require a good prior knowledge of the constant to be calibrated. 
The test table trunnion axis resolver (01) is set to 00 and corrected by the bubble level 
correction. The rotary axis resolver (02) is set to 90, and the inner and outer axis 
resolvers (03 and 04) are set from the Resolvers Settings Sheet. 03 is corrected for 
level from the bubble level data shown as auxiliary data sources in Flow Diagram 6. 
The measurement procedure is started by switching the counters to operate and data is 
collected as shown in Flow Diagram 7. Each counter counts gyro pulses until receipt 
of N lime pulses. Then the counter prints out, clears its counters, and continues 
counting. The operator terminates the measurement process by switching the counters 
to standby. The data is then recorded on the Counter Outputs Sheet. 
The steps above are repeated for all positions required. After all required measure­
ment data has been obtained, the calibration computations (Section I-5.4) will be 
performed. 
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LABORATORY FLOW DIAGRAM #7
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I1-5. 3 Calibration of the Accelerometers 
The measurements made for accelerometer calibration are taken from Positions 7 to 14. 
(Recall that these positions are used in the calibration of the acceleration sensitive terms 
in the gyro.) The procedures listings for accelerometer calibration measurements are 
continued in Section 11-3. The steps involved in obtaining measurements are shown in 
Laboratory Flow Diagrams 8 and 9. The following discussions describe the contents 
of these diagrams. 
The operator first verifies that the turn-on procedures are completed. He then verifies 
that the information required on the Resolvers Settings Sheet and the Counter Setting 
Sheet are available. After these steps, he performs the measurement setups as shown 
on Flow Diagram 8. The counters are set to measure the time required to receive a 
preset number of counts from each string of the accelerometer. The master oscillator 
output is connected to the Z input of Counters I to 6. The output from string I of 
accelerometer I is connected to the X input of Counter I and the output from string 2 
is connected to the X input of Counter 2. Similarly, outputs from strings I and 2 of 
accelerometer 2 are connected to Counters 3 and 4, respectively; and outputs from 
strings 1 and 2 of accelerometer 3 are connected to Counters 5 and 6. The test table 
resolvers are set as described in the previous subsection. 0 is set to 00 plus the 
level correction as given by the test table bubble level. The angle 02 is set to 900. 
Angles 03 and 04 are set from the Resolver Settings Sheet for each position and 0. is 
corrected for level. 
Measurements are then initiated by switching the counters from standby to operate. The 
data is collected as shown in Flow Diagram 9. Each counter outputs the number of time 
pulses (elapsed time) required to accumulate the preset number of accelerometer counts. 
This data is recorded on the Counter Outputs Sheet. 
The above process must be repeated for each position. After all measurements have 
been completed, the operator will initiate the calibration computations by performing 
the steps described in the following section. 
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LABORATORY FLOW DIAGRAM #9 
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1-5.4 Calibration Computations 
After all measurement data has been obtained, the operator will initiate the computations 
of the calibration constants. The procedure listings to accomplish this task are contained 
in Section 4. 
The operator initiates these modes of operation by verifying that he has all required data 
including: 
1. 	 g, WEsinX, wEcosX from the Survey Results Sheet 
2. 	 The value of any resolver or clock scale factors not permanently in the
 
program
 
Elements of the body to rotary axis frame for selected positions TBRm3. 	 12 ' TBR nd TRIX 
T22I; and T32i m = 1, 3, 5, 13, 14, 15 from the current System Survey 
Procedure
 
4. 	 Counter settings from the Counter Settings Sheet 
5. 	 Counter outputs from the Counter Outputs Sheet. 
The calibration computations may be programmed for any general-purpose computer. 
To initiate the computations, the operator prepares the data by putting it in the proper 
entry format, loads the computer with the calibration computations program, loads the 
data, and initiates the run (see Flow Diagram 10). 
The computation subroutines are indicated in Flow Diagram 11. The specific computations 
are listed in Section 11-4. The outputs of the program are the calibration constants, 
which are recorded on the Calibration Results Sheet. 
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SECTION 6
 
RESOLVER AND COUNTER SETTINGS
 
This section is concerned with two important activities required prior to calibration data 
collection. The first subsection discusses the accuracies required in setting the test 
table resolver angles. The second subsection describes the selection of frequency counter 
settings for each calibration position. 
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11-6. 1 Table Resolver Settings 
This 	subsection is concerned with the precision requirements on the test table resolver 
settings. The least allowable precision is dictated by the required precision of calibration; 
more specifically, the precision of the Q matrices. The most desirable precision is the 
most precise setting which is attainable by the test table resolvers. The actual require­
ments will probably lie somewhere between these two limits; assuming, of course, that 
the maximum attainable precision is greater than the precision dictated by the calibration 
requirements. In the following paragraphs we will discuss how the actual precision 
requirements will be arrived at. 
In deciding upon the actual requirements there are a number of points to consider. 
* 	 From a precision standpoint the resolvers should be set as accurately as 
possible. It is certainly advisable to make the calibration as insensitive as 
possible to table setting imprecisions. 
* 	 From a logistic standpoint it would be advisable for the setting precisions 
to be the same for all calibration positions. This requirement would tend 
to minimize human error. 
* 	 From a time standpoint there may be a limit to the amount of time available 
for settings. In other words, the maximum attainable precision may take 
an unfortunate amount of time. 
* 	 Setting precision requirements (as given by the specifications of calibration 
accuracies) vary between an order of one degree to an order of an arc 
second. The least precision is required for gyro scale factor calibration, 
and the most is required for the determination of the QA matrix. 
* 	 The gyro calibration, in total, requires a lesser precision in resolver 
settings than the accelerometer calibration. 
* 	 All calibrations, and consequently, the table settings will vary in their 
precision requirements from week to week depending upon the experiment. 
These considerations result in a multitude of precision requirement alternatives. It 
appears, however, that the following options should be the only ones considered: 
If: 
* The maximum possible precision is attainable in a reasonable time. 
Then: 
* 	 All setting precisions should be the sarme, and equal to the maximum 
precision. 
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If not: 
The accelprometer calibration will nevertheless require the highest precision 
settings, in order to achieve the calibration precision specifications. (This 
assumes, of course, that the resolvers can be set to an order of one second 
of arc.) 
With the "if not" condition, the gyro calibration positions require the following setting 
options. 
If: 
* 	 There exists a setting precision which is higher than the QG matrix precision
requirements, and which is attainable in a reasonable tune. 
Then: 
* 	 All gyro calibration positions should utilize that precision. 
If not: 
The gyro calibration, with the exception of the scale factor calibration, will 
nevertheless require table setting precisions which are higher than the 
QG matrix requirements. The scale factor positions can be set to a precision 
of the order of one degree. 
The above comments result in either one, two, or three separate precision requirements. 
It must be noted that the position used to determine the scale factor for any given gyro 
is used for a QG matrix element for the other two. Therefore, the requirement for a 
small precision in the settings for gyro scale factor determination assumes that the 
scale factors are the only constants of interest. 
On Chart 11-17, which contains the magnitudes of the resolver settings, there are 
references to bubble level corrections for Positions 7 through 15. These corrections 
must be consistent with the table resolver setting requirements. In other words, all uses 
of Positions 7 through 12 for accelerometer calibration should always implement bubble 
level corrections. Additionally, assuming that the maximum amplitude of the table 
motion relative to the earth is below the gyro calibration precision requirement, these 
corrections need not be implemented during gyro calibration. It might be noted, however, 
that it would be advisable to get in the habit of making such corrections for all positions, 
so as to minimize the chance that he will overlook the corrections when needed. See 
Section 4.4.4 of the Development Document for further discussion of bubble level 
corrections. 
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11-6.2 Counter Settings 
All calibrations in this document utilize the frequency counters for inertial instrument, 
clock, and resolver data collection. Each of these counters have the ability to count 
the number of pulses from any device occurring in the interval of time in which a pre­
determined number of pulses are outputted from any other device. The control of each 
calibration experiment is given by those predetermined numbers set in the counters. 
The predetermined numbers must be recorded in the Counter Settings Sheet before the 
calibration procedures are initiated. In this subsection we describe how these numbers 
are found. 
The basis of any counter setting is a required accuracy of calibration. In Section 2. 2 
of the trade-off document it was shown that calibration accuracy is a function of data 
collection time. The counter settings can, therefore, always be dictated by a duration 
of time. The mechanics of determining a required setting is as follows: 1) decide upon 
a required accuracy of calibration, 2) use the accuracy versus time charts to determine 
the time of data collection, 3) equate the time to the predetermined number of counts, 
and 4) record the predetermined number of the Counter Settings Sheet. In the following 
paragraphs we will show how these steps are accomplished for each calibration. As a 
reference for discussion, the Counter Settings Sheet and the accuracy versus time 
charts are included as Charts 11-18 through I-24. 
Positions 1 through 6 are used exclusively for the determination of gyro angular velocity 
coefficients. The time versus accuracy chart for this gyro calibration is Chart 11-18. 
We see that relatively high precisions can be attained in very short times. This is due 
primarily to the high speed attainable by the table. The control setting is a number of 
whole turns in Positions 1 through 6. Each whole turn equates to approximately 24 seconds 
at the speeds used in these positions. We see from Chart 11-18 that only one turn is 
required for the required precision of 10- 4 . Since the noise curve in Chart 11-18 
represents a standard deviation and not a worst case, and since time is no problem in 
these positions, it is probably advisable to take a number of whole turns of data. 
Gyro Positions 7 through 15 are used in determining the gyro acceleration sensitive terms. 
Chart 11-19 yields the time versus accuracy information for those positions. A reasonable 
data collection time of ten minutes yields a precision on the order of 0. 02 deg/hr for R, 
Bg, and Cg 2 . (We say "on the order of" because the noise curves represent standard 
deviations.) The counter settings in Chart 11-20 are in terms of a number of clock counts. 
The tune is converted to counts by simply dividing the time of data collection by the scale 
factor of the clock. The number of counts in each counter for each position will nearly 
always be the same. 
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The determination of the accelerometer settings are a little more difficult to explain. 
This is primarily due to two facts. 
1. 	 The noise errors predominate over the quantization errors for horizontal 
positions. 
2. 	 The times must be converted to accelerometer output counts. 
The second fact is dictated by the necessity for reading the leading edges of the accelerom­
eter pulses. Reading the leading edges results in a quantization error an order of magni­
tude less than if a clock was used as the control. 
Positions 7 through 12 have accelerometers in either a horizontal or vertical orientation. 
The vertical positions are used exclusively for scale factor determination; and the horizon­
tal positions are used for bias, Q matrix, and second-order term determination. 
Accelerometer one is in a vertical orientation in Positions 7 and 8, accelerometer two 
in Positions 9 and 10, and accelerometer three in Positions 11 and 12. Referring to 
Chart 11-21 we see that ten minutes of data collection will yield a precision of less than 
two parts in a million for vertical instruments. To convert that time to pulse counts 
we simply multiply the time by the basic frequency of the accelerometer (in units of 
pulses/unit of time). An example would be: 
20,000 counts 6 
tf = 10 minutes x 	 = 1.2 x 10 counts 
see
 
(Note that the basic frequency, and not the accelerometer scale factor is the conversion 
factor.)
 
For 	the horizontal instruments, Charts 11-21 and 11-22 show precisions of approximately 
100 parts in a million where bubble corrections are not applied. That accuracy is 
(apparently) not a function of time. Fortunately, the low frequency noise can be reduced 
by use of bubble levels. In Charts 11-23 and 11-24, we see a reduction in the error by 
two different assumptions as to how the bubble level corrections reduce the noise. 
(These reductions are explained in Section 2.2 of the trade-off document.) The time to 
be used for data collection depends upon a subjective decision as to the accuracy of 
these assumptions. In any event we see that calibration precisions of six parts in a 
million are probably available in less than 30 minutes of data collection. Whichever time 
is used, the conversion to pulse counts is the same as indicated in the preceding paragraph. 
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In Positions 13 and 14 the environment noise would be somewhere between the limits 
shown in Chart 11-21 for horizontal and vertical positions. (Two of the accelerometers 
are at 450 orientations in each of these three positions.) It is suggested, however, that 
a worst case is assumed, and the horizontal orientation noise graphs be utilized. 
In summary, the accelerometers for all positions can be assumed to be in either a hori­
zontal or vertical position. In the vertical positions, ten minutes of data can be assumed 
to yield precisions of two parts in a million. In the horizontal positions, 30 minutes 
of data will probably yield six parts in a million. To convert those times to counter 
settings, simply multiply the time by the basic frequency of the instrument (in pulses 
per unit of time). 
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PART III 
ALIGNMENT 
The function of alignment is to determine the matrix (T) which transforms instrument 
outputs from the ISU body frame to the earth fixed frame. These frames of reference are 
defined in Section IV-1. Aiignment is accomplished by one of three techniques. 
" Mirror Alignment 
* Level Alignment 
* Gyrocompass Alignment. 
Mirror Alignment uses autocollimators to measure angles of two ISU mirror normals 
with respect to the earth axes. This procedure is described in Section 1. 
Section 2 describes Level Alignment. Accelerometer data determines the body frame 
components of the gravity vector which, together with an azimuth angle of an ISU mirror, 
determines the alignment. 
Gyrocompass Alignment, described in Section 3, uses accelerometer and gyro data to 
find the body frame components of the gravity and earth rate vectors, which are then 
used to determine the alignment. 
The alignment program must be able to interface with the navigation program for the 
purpose of initializing the altitude matrix. This requires that the computer Interface 
Electronics Unit be used for alignment data sampling, rather than the frequency counters 
used in calibration. 
Each of the alignment procedures utilizes'the Alignment Results Sheet, Chart I1-t. On 
this sheet the inputs for the type of alignment to be performed are recorded as are the 
table resolver settings, table bubble level corrections, and the T matrix. 
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CHART Ill-i 
ALIGNMENT RESULTS SHEET 
Experiment: 
Principal Operator: 
Date:
 
Procedure (Check one): Accel. Levelfl Gyrocompass H Mirror Align. H
 
GYROCOMPASS INPUT
 
Calibration Constants Identification
 
Filtering Parameter Identification
 
Intersample Time, At
 
Number of Measurements, K 
ACCELEROMETER LEVEL INPUT
 
Calibration Constants Identification
 
Filtering Parameter Identification
 
Intersample Time, At
 
Number of Measurements, K
 
Azimuth Angle, o
 
MIRROR ALIGNMENT INPUT
 
Autocollimator I Autocollimator 2
 
Azimuth, &I Azimuth, a 2
 
Elevation;. 81 Elevation, 02
 
TABLE POSITION 
01 
_ _ _ _ 02__ 
_ __ 
_ 
_ _ _ 
(P3 #'4
 
Bubble Level 1
 
Bubble Level 2 
RESULTS
 
T=
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PART III 
SECTION 1
 
MIRROR ALIGNMENT 
Mirror Alignment is accomplished by obtaining the azimuth and zenith angles of the normals 
of two mirrors on the ISU and utilizing this information to compute the alignment matrix, 
T. The procedures are contained in Section rI-1. 1 and the computations m II-1. 2. 
Section 111-1.3, Fundamental Modes, is included as an aid to understanding the Mirror 
Alignment procedures. 
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III-1. 1 Mirror Alignment Procedures 
The procedures to be performed for Mirror Alignment are given on the Laboratory 
Procedures Sheet for Mirror Aligmnent, Chart 1I-2. 
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CHART rn-2 
LABORATORY PROCEDURES 
MIRROR ALIGNMENT 
INSTRUCTIONS COMMENTS 
1) Verify turn-on procedures are completed. 1) See Part I, Section 1 for 
turn-on procedures. 
2) 	Align autocollimators to mirrors. 
3) 	Turn on computer and load mirror align­
ment program. 
4) Enter azimuths (a1 and a2 ) and zeniths 
(01, and 0) from autocollimators on 
Ahinmenk Results Sheet, 
5) Enter a1, a2 , e 1, and6 2 into computer. 
6) 	Computer computes and outputs alignment
matrix (T). 
7) 	Record T, test table resolver settings,
and bubble levels on Alignment Results 
Sheet. 
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rn-i. 2 Mirror Alignment Computations 
The computations for Mirror Alignment are shown on Chart 111-3. These computations use, 
as inputs, azimuth and zenith angles of the normals to two ISU mirrors. The output is the 
matrix, T. 
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CHART E1-3 
MIRROR ALIGNMENT MATRIX 
Inputs ar al, 02 and a2 
From these quantities the alignment matrix is given by: 
(Mi x U). (i x M2) (E x N). (Mi x M2 ) 
MlxMI 2 M xM2 1 
T (E-M) (MlXE)(MlXM2 ) (NxU).(MlXM 2 ) 
1M x M21 iMxM2I 
(N'M i ) (M1 x N)'(_x__) (U xE'(M xM 2) 
IMixM 2 1 IM xM__2 1 
where 
IMlX M21 = [1 - (M. M2)31/2 
(M1 =(ll1 . 11(M 2 . u) + (Mi. E)(M 2 . + ()M . )(M2- u __ _) 
(u- l) cos6 1 r (U.M2 ) cos b 2 
(EM ) = cos a1 sine6 (E.M2 ) = cosa 2 sina 2 
(NM ) sinai sin6 i (N.M2) sina 2 sm 2 
An optional technique might utilize the value of IM1 x 421 from a previous alignment 
thus eliminating the aforementioned dot product and square root operations. 
mX-8 
1I-1.3 Mirror Alignment Fundamental Modes 
The steps to be performed during Mirror Alignment are shown in Laboratory Flow Diagrams 
12 to 14. 
The set-up procedure includes acquiring the mirror with the autocollnators by a trial and 
error procedure and loading the program into the laboratory computer as shown in Flow 
Diagram 12. Next, the azimuth and zenith angles of the normals of Mirror One and Mirror 
Two are read out, recorded on the Alignment Results Sheet, and input to the computer (see 
Flow Diagram 13). 
The computations are performed as shown m Flow Diagram 14 and the T matrix is output. 
T may also be supplied to the navigation loop program. The T matrix, the bubble levels, 
and the resolver settings are then recorded on the Alignment Results Sheet (Chart Inl-I). 
Bubble levels and resolvers settings have been included on this form for convenience in 
using the results of the Alignment. They are not required by the Alignment procedure. 
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PART III 
SECTION 2
 
LEVEL ALIGNMENT 
In Level Alignment, data from the accelerometers are used in the estimation of the body 
axis components of g. (This determination is sometimes referred to as "leveling".) The 
level information, along with the azimuth angle of an ISU fixed mirror, is used to compute 
the alignment matrix. Procedure listings for Level Alignment are contained in Section 
HI-2.1, and computations are listed in Section 111-2.2. Section 111-2.3 contains schematic 
diagrams of the procedures being performed. 
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111-2. 1 Level Alignment Procedures 
The Laboratory Procedures Sheet (Chart 111-4) contains the procedures to be performed 
for Level Alignment. 
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CHART 3I1-4 
LABORATORY PROCEDURES 
LEVEL ALIGNMENT 
INSTRUCTIONS 	 COMMENTS 
1) Verify turn-on procedures and Alignment 1) See Part I, Section 1 for turn-
Results Sheet completed. on procedures. 
2) 	 Verify master oscillator and accelerometers
 
are connected to the IEU.
 
3) 	 Set sampling rate on IEU panel. 
4) 	Acquire ISU mirror one in azimuth with
 
autocollimator,
 
5) 	 Load level ahgnment program. 
6) 	 Load calibration constants from current
 
Calibration Results Sheet.
 
7) 	 Enter number of measurements, K, and
 
intersample time, At, from Alignment
 
Results Sheet
 
8) 	 Enter parameters from parameter 8) See Part I, Section 3. 
evaluation program for chosen K and Not required if average estima-
At 	 tion technique is used. 
9) 	 Initiate alignment. 
10) 	 Enter azimuth angle, a , from autocollima­
tors on Alignment Results Sheet and into 
computer. 
11) 	 Enter test table bubble levels and resolver 
readouts on Alignment Results Sheet. 
12) After computer output, enter T matrix on 
Alignment Results Sheet. 
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m-2.2 Level Alignment Computations 
The Level Alignment computations are accomplished on the laboratory computer, and 
utilize the laboratory executive and navigation programs for control, input/output, and 
sampling of accelerometer and timing data. Inputs to these computations are the calibra­
tion constants; the number of consecutive accelerometer data samples to be taken (K); the 
time duration of each of these samples (At); and the azimuth angle of ISU Mirror One (a,). 
In addition, the Posterior Mean technique requires the M and b outputs from the Alignment 
Parameter Evaluation Routine (see Section I-3). 
The computations program is segmented into three routines. The Preprocessing Routine 
converts accelerometer data into integrals of input acceleration along the ISU axes. The 
second routine estimates the body components of the gravity vector from these integrals. 
The final routine computes the alignment matrix from the gravity estimate and a1 . The 
computations to be performed by the three routines are presented on Charts I]I-5, 111-6, 
and 111- 7. 
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CHART 111-5 
PREPROCESSING COMPUTATIONS 
Inputs (ZT)k2, (BY)kl and(znj) for k = 1, 2, 3, 
The 	outputs t+At(a, Bk)dt (k = 1, 2, 3) are given by the following computations: 
A
 
k [(Ey)k2 - (T)kl]
 
*At 	 ST(znT) 
S [E(aOA~k)At] pA - (DolkAt 
* 	 jt+At(a.Ak)dt = [(a-Ak)AtJ - (D2 )k(_a.Ak)2At - (D3)k(a.Ak3At
 
t
 
S]ft+At(a-)dt 	 = SQA *ft+At(a.A)dt
 
t tt
 
where 
1 -(2i.() -(Ai-3) 
* 	 QA = -(2.B1) 1 
-(4 	B) -(.} i1 j 
rn-1n 
CHART 111-6
 
ESTIMATION ROUTINE COMPUTATIONS - LEVEL 
Inputs: Preprocessed accelerometer measurements, 
and vector, b 
X, estimation matrix, M, 
Output: Estimate of acceleration components in body frame, go B , 1 = 1, 2, 3 
at time t* 
The basic estimation computation isLA 
g-B	 2 (t*) = MX + b 
g.B 
3 (t*) 
where 
F At 2A t 	 KAt At 
2S_ = a.Bldt, f a.B 1dt	 a.BL1 dt, f aB 2 dt,, 	 -
At (K-1) At 0 
KAt KAt . "d
a.B2 dt,. 5 a.Bsdt] 
(K-1) At (K-1) At
 
At = Intersample time
 
K = Number of samples
 
* 	 Posterior Mean Technique (Instantaneous): Computations of b and M from 
the Estimation Matrix Computation Chart 
* 	 Simple Average Technique: 
b =0 
(Zt-1... (EAt) - 1 	 0 
M 	 = (K A t 0. 1 .... (K AtKt(Kcttf	 (KAt 
K K 	 K 
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CHART 1rn-7 
LEVEL ALIGNMENT MATRIX 
Inputs (_gBP)l (g. B2)' (R - 3) and a, 
From these quantities the alignment matrix is given by: 
1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 
1 
T = 0 sin i cos a1 0 0 IMrixu U.B) (U-) (U.B3) 
1 (MrVK) 
-cos ! s 1 IMxUI I U 0 0 -(U.B) (U. B2 ) 
where 
* ( 1 .U)= (U. B)
 
a IMxUI= El - (MIoU
 
• (U. y,= (g. _W)/g
 
0 g = [(g. B1)2 + (g. B2)2 + (R. B3 )121/2
 
An optional technique might utilize any of the following additional inputs: 
* 	 The zenith angle (6i) of mirror one might be utilized to find (M1 • U) from 
(m1 - U) = cos e1 
* 	 The magnitude of gravity (g) might be supplied from a local survey. This piece 
of information can be utilized to reduce the number of required accelerometers 
to two. 
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Ill-2.3 Level Alignment Fundamental Modes 
The steps required to accomplish level alignment are shown in Laboratory Flow Diagrams 
15, 16 and 17. The procedures illustrated utilize autocollimator and accelerometer 
measurements to determine the alignment T matrix. The autocollimator measures the 
azimuth of the normal to ISU Mirror One while the accelerometers measure components 
of the gravity vector. 
The operator verifies first that system turn-on has been completed, and that values of 
the parameters required for alignment have been chosen. These include the number of 
samples to be taken (K), the duration of each of the K samples (At), the accelerometer 
calibration constants, and the estimation routine parameters (see Chart 1-8). Next, the 
set up is performed as shown on Flow Diagram 15. The operator acquires ISU Mirror 
One in azimuth with an autocollimator. He verifies the master oscillator and accelerom­
eter connections to the IEU, and sets the IEU sampling rate on the IEU panel The align­
ment program and the navigation loop program (if a navigation experiment is to be done) 
are loaded into the computer. The current calibration constants, At and K are also 
loaded. 
The operator must select one of the two programmed gravity vector (g) estimation 
techniques: the posterior mean or simple average. 
Selection of the posterior mean requires input to the computer of previously computed 
elements of the M matrix and b vector via magnetic or paper tape. The required tape 
will be accompanied by an Alignment Parameter Evaluation Sheet (Chart 1-8). The operator 
must verify that the input parameters on this sheet agree with those specified for the 
subject experiment. If a tape with accompanying sheet cannot be found which does so agree, 
then the operator should produce one by following the procedures of Section 1-3. 
If the simple average technique is selected, the M matrix and b vector do not have to be 
fed into the computer. In this case, the M matrix is only a function (as shown in Chart 
I-6) of the chosen K and At, while the b vector is identically zero. The computer can 
therefore generate M and b from K and At which was input earlier in the procedure. 
Following the initial set up and data entry into the computer, the operator initiates the 
measurement mode shown in Flow Diagram 16. During tins mode, he must record the 
azimuth angle (a1 ) of the normal to Mirror One (as measured by the autocollimator) on the 
Alignment Results Sheet. This angle must also be entered into the computer. 
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The accelerometer outputs are accumulated in the counters of the IEU until the IEU time 
counter has counted a number of master oscillator time pulses equal to the selected 
sampling period. These counts are then automatically input into the computer, where 
they are summed together until the total elapsed time is equal to At. The computer saves 
this accumulation and begins a new accumulation. This process of accumulating samples 
over the At interval is continued by the computer until K such accumulations have been 
obtained. 
The computations for level alignment are shown in Flow Diagram 17. The preprocessing 
routine converts the measurement data into integrals of acceleration in body coordinates. 
This same function is required in a navigation program. Thus, alignment may use the 
program as developed for navigation. The outputs of this routine are K sets of S(a-.B) dt, 
for the K consecutive measurement periods. 
The estimation routine receives the outputs of the preprocessing routine and determines 
an estimate of the g vector in the body axes frame (g*B ) by application of the M matrix 
and b vector. 
The final routine computes the T matrix from o 1 and the components of g. The estimate 
of this matrix is output by the computer program and is recorded by the operator on the 
Alignment Results Sheet. This T matrix also initializes the navigation program. 
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PART III
 
SECTION 3
 
GYROCOMPASS ALIGNMENT
 
In Gyrocompass Alignment, the body components of the gravity and earth rotation vectors 
are estimated from accelerometer and gyro data. These are then used to determine the 
Alignment matrix. Procedure listings for Gyrocompass Alignment are contained in 
Section I-3.1 and the computations are given in II-3.2. The Fundamental Modes, 
Section 11-3. 3, contain schematic illustrations of the Gyrocompass Alignment Procedures. 
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11-3.1 Gyrocompass Alignment Procedures
 
The procedures to be accomphshed for Gyrocompass Alignment are shown on Chart iE-8.
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CHART 11T-8 
LABORATORY PROCEDURES 
GYROCOMPASS ALIGNMENT 
INSTRUCTIONS / COMMENTS 
1) Verify turn-on procedures and Alignment 
Results Sheet are completed, 
1) See Part I, Section 1 for 
turn-on procedures. 
2) Verify master oscillator, gyros and 
accelerometers are connected to the IEU. 
3) 	 Set sampling rate on IEU panel. 
4) 	 Load gyrocompass program. 
5) 	Load calibration constants from current 
Calibrations Result Sheet. 
6) 	 Enter number of samples, K, and inter­
sample time, At, from Alignment 
Results Sheet. 
7) Enter parameters from parameter 7) See Part I Section 3. Not 
evaluation program for selected K and At. required i an average 
estimation technique is used. 
8) 	Initiate alignment. 
9) 	 Enter test table bubble levels and resolver 
readouts on Alignment Results Sheet. 
10) 	After computer output, enter T matrix 
on Alignment Results Sheet. 
1m1-27 
m11-3.2 Gyrocompass Alignment Computations 
The gyrocompass alignment computations are performed on the laboratory computer. The 
program will interface with the other laboratory programs wich are used for control, 
input/output, and sampling of instrument data. The alignment computations require the 
following inputs: 
" The Calibration Constants
 
" The time duration of each sample of instrument data (At)
 
* 	 The number of samples to be used (K) 
* 	 Estnnation parameters required (only) for the Posterior Mean gravity 
estimation technique. 
The computations are segmented into portions to be performed by three routines. The 
first routine, Preprocessing, determines integrals of the acceleration and angular 
velocity applied to the ISU from the accelerometer and gyro output data. The Estimation 
Routine processes sets of these integrals to obtain estimates of the body axes components 
of the gravity and earth rate vectors. These estimates are used by the final routine to 
compute the alignment matrix. 
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CHART M-9 
PREPROCESSING COMPUTATIONS 
Inputs (SvY)k2, 0 rY)ki, (E6)kand (rnT')for k = 1, 2, 3 
t +The outputs 	,t at (_,.Bk)dt and J'tt + At (a.BW)dt (k = 1, 2, 3) are given by the following 
computations 
k -:[(Y)k2 - (Y)kl 
Pk W 
• 	 q)t pG D~
 
*At 

_TFT 
* [_ .Gk)Atl = PG(&p)k - (R)k~t 
* £(a.Ak) At] PA/(DI)k - (DO)k At 
* (_ - [(w.Gk) AtJ/At 
* 
_ Ak) -[(_.Ak) At/At 
( 	-*2k) a- -W
 
-0 0 1" "(_A­
* (.K--D=Io10 -il (-a42)
_ i 0 i.A3 
:.-§j [(0 4saA2 
Iti-At,. d 
tt.k = (-Gk)t]-[(BI)k(_ Gk)+(BO)k( Ok)+(BS)k(aSk) 2t 
[(Cii)k(a.Gk)2 
- [(CIS)k(a. 9 k) (a. Sk) + (CoS)k(a. Qk)(a Sk) + (CiO)k(a. Gk)(a. Ok) ]At 
E + (CSS)k (Ca At 
- (qli)k( ~)2 + (QIs)k(_-Gk ( - k :A 
* rti.at(aA 	)dt [-2At( )kC Ak Ak [ (a. Ak)At - (D2 )k(a---A k)2At - (D3)k (a. Ak)3At 
*t+At(E.k)dt = QG, 	 t+At(w. G )dt 
.tt+At(a.B)dt = kQAStt+At(a. A)dt 
where 
2) -(G_1"B3
_7=_1 - (q-"B
* 	 GI- (G.B2 - I1­
-G B (G-' -2) 1
 
1 -(Al. B 2) -3] 
SQA= -B) 1 (A2
 
1-) "A 3 -2)
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CHART III-i0 
ESTIMATION ROUTINE COMPUTATIONS - GYROCOMPASS 
Inputs: 	 Preprocessed accelerometer measurements, 2C, estimation matrix, M, 
and vector, b 
Outputs-	 Estates of gravity and earth rate components in body frame, g B1 and 
;T-' 1=1, 2, 3 
The basic estimation computation is 
R.P1 
_ B = MX+ b 
where 
Et 

T 

xT A 	 K ,At KMt 
=aoBldt, , f aB 1 dt, j a.B 2 dt, . , f a.B 3 dt, 
0 (K-i) At 0 (K-1) At 
At KAt 	 KAt 1f wPdt,' , f wB dt, ', wB3 dtj
0 	 (K-1) At (K-1) At 
At = Intersample time
 
K = Number of samples
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CONTINUATION OF CHART M-10 
* 	Simple Average Technique: 
b= 0 
(KAt)-1 ... (KAt) 1 0 
(KAtf1 '- - (KAt)f1 
M 
(KAtKt-.. (KAt(E) 
(KAt)_I... (KAtY1 
(KAt)l.. o (KAt) 
1 
0 (KAt) - l . . . (KAt) 1 
K K K K K K 
Diagonal 6 x 6K 
Hybrid Technique: 	 Use posterior-mean estimate of gravity as given for Level Alignment and simple 
average for earth rate. 
CHART II-iI-
GYROCOMPASS MATRIX 
Inputs oB) (B ) (WE. B1! (wE. B2) and (E. B3 ) 
From these quantities the alignment matrix is given by: 
0 1 0 (W.BI) (W.%) (W. )
 
1
 
T 0 0 IWxUl (UB 1 ) (U- 2 ) (U"
 
IWx--ul IWxUl I (WXU)'(% X %) (WxU)'(B3xB) (WXU)'BIXB 2) 
where 
* (W0U) = (W.B 1 )(U.B 1 )i+ (W.B 2 )(Uo-B2 ) + (W'.3 3 )(K.B 3 )
 
" IbyxU1 =C1- (W.U)2 ]I/2
 
* (w.B ) = . / 
* 	 (UcH) =(R.BW)/g
 
SE =wEoB1 )2 + (cE B2 )2 + (_E B3)2 1 1 /2
 
[(g. B1 )2 + (g.B2 )2 + (R. B 3 )2]1/2* g 
An optional technique might utilize any of the following additional inputs: 
* The local latitude X) might be utilized to find (W - U) from 
(W.U) = cos X 
* The magnitude of gravity (g) might be supplied from a local survey. 
* The 	magnitude of earth rate (wE) might be supplied from a local survey. 
A use of all additional inputs could reduce the number of necessary instruments to three 
(either two accelerometers and one gyro, or one accelerometer and two gyros). 
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111-3. 3 Gyrocompass Fundamental Modes 
The steps required to accomplish Gyrocompass Alignment are illustrated in Laboratory 
Flow Diagrams 18, 19 and 20. The procedures illustrated utilize gyro and accelerometer 
measurements to determine the alignment matrix. The gyros sense components of the 
earth rate vector (_WE)while the accelerometers sense components of the gravity vector 
(g). The Estimation Routine computes a best estimate of the body components of _E and g 
which may then be used directly in the computation of the T Matrix. 
The set up required for Gyrocompass Alignment is Shown on Flow Diagram 18. The master 
oscillator, accelerometers and gyros must be connected to the IEU, and the IEU sampling 
rate set. The navigation and alignment programs are loaded. The current calibration 
constants and the intersample time (At) are entered into the computer. 
The operator must select one of the two programmed estimation techniques, for processing 
of accelerometer data the posterior mean or simple average. 
Selection of the posterior mean requires an input to the computer of previously computed 
elements of the M matrix and b vector via magnetic or paper tape. The required tape 
will be accompanied by an Alignment Parameter Evaluation Sheet (see Chart 1-8). The 
operator must verify that the input parameters on this sheet agree with those specified 
for the subject experiment. If a tape with accompanying sheet cannot be found which does 
so agree, then the operator should produce one by following the procedures of Section 1-3. 
If the simple average technique is selected, the M matrix and b vector do not have to be 
fed into the computer. In this case, the M matrix is only a function (as shown in Chart 111-6) 
of the chosen K and At while the b vector is identically zero. The computer can therefore 
generate M and b from the K and At which are input earlier in the procedure. 
The measurement mode for Gyrocompass Alignment is shown in Flow Diagram 19. Master 
oscillator timing, gyro and accelerometer data are collected in the IEU registers until 
the IEU tune register reaches a value equal to the IEU sampling period. It is then dumped 
into computer memory and summed under computer control with previous samples until a 
total time At has elapsed. If K/i the process is repeated until the required number of 
samples are obtained. 
The computations performed are shown in Flow Diagram 20. The routine converts the 
measurement data into integrals of acceleration and angular velocity in body coordinates. 
This same function is required for a navigation program. Thus, alignment may use the 
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LABORATORY FLOW DIAGRAM #18 
I/O Console GYROCOMPASS ALIGNMENT SET-UP 
Load Program, Current Calibration Constants, Intersample Time (At), 
Number of Measurements (K), Estimation Parameters (M, b) 
Computer 
Pgrn. 
Operator IInput Output 
Shet, ,caib 
System Control VeiyCnncinoand Mortory 
Freq. Counters atot IEV 
CE Inter­
face 
C2 GI 
Gyros Pgm. 
3G2 
04 G3 
At 
C6 A2 
M 
AA3 
FOT FA System Monitor T 1 
FOLDOUT FRAME FOLDOUT FRAME 0 III-34 
LABORATORY FLOW DIAGRAM #19 
GYROCOMPASS ALIGNMENT MEASUREMENT 
110 Console 
Computer 
1/O 
Operator 
_ 
Input 
Memory 
Output 
Memory 
System Control 
and Monitor 
Freq.Counters 
Cal[C2 ]GI 
C1 
S)es1vers 
Master Oscillator 
Gyros 
T 
8 
IEUE 
-i 
face 
Pgm. 
&)k 
ij 
82 K 
At 
A2 
FOLOU FSysM MOnitor F 
FOLDOUT FRAME FOL~2Ur FRAME 
LABORATORY FLOW DIAGRAM #20 
1/0ConoleGYROCOMPASS ALIGNMENT-COMPUTATIONS 
Computer 
~T Matrix 
I/O 
Pgm. 
Operator 
Memory Memory 
ignet Preprocessing 
heet Const. 
Resolv (+ See CHART IfI-9 
System Control 
and Monitor L Z I T 
Freq.Counlter s Master Oscillator SEC KE Estimation Rotine 
FC Inter face 1] 
Gyros Pgm. 
C2 G1 CiSee CHART if-O 
G2 I K 
C4 GaI 
Calculation of T 
Accelerometers 
C5 Al -
A2 See CHART Mn-11 
C6 
AS 
F,OLDOUT, FRAME FOLDOUT FRAME ,­
same program as navigation. The preprocessing routine most probably will be repeatedly 
performed while data is being accumulated. The outputs of this routine are K sets of 
J(g. Bi ) dt and J(wE. B.) dt, for the K consecutive measurement periods. 
The estimation routine receives the outputs of the processing routine and determines an 
estimate of the g and wE vectors in the body axes frame by application of the M matrix 
and b vector. 
The final routine computes the T matrix from the estimate of the body axes components 
of g and wE. This matrix is output by the computer program and must be recorded by 
the operator on the Alignment Results Sheet. This T matrix also initializes the 
navigation program. 
The operator will record the test table resolver settings and readings from the bubble 
levels on the Alignment Results Sheet to complete the record of the alignment. 
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PART IV
 
DIAGRAMS AND FORMS
 
This part of the document contains supplementary information on the ISU, the laboratory, 
and terminology used in this presentation. In Section 1, some of the charts and figures 
from the Development Document are repeated so that they are readily available for use in 
the laboratory. The Master Laboratory Flow Diagram is also contained in Section 1, 
with descriptions of each of the elements which are on the diagram. In Section 2, there 
are masters of the forms to be used during the calibration, aligmnent, or related 
procedures.
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PART IV
 
SECTION 1
 
SYSTEM DIAGRAMS 
This section contains the master flow diagram, along with several figures and charts 
selected from the Development Document. 
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LABORATORY FLOW DIAGRAM 
The Master Laboratory Flow Diagram is shown on the following page. This diagram has 
been used throughout this manual to describe procedures. The elements of this diagram 
are defined as follows: 
Input/Output Console - The input/output console consists of the equipment that provides a 
manual computer interface. Included in the input/output console are: Computer control 
panel, keyboard and typewriter, paper tape reader and punch and the display panel. 
Operator - The operator in this system must perform many of the tasks of control and 
data transfer. The box "operator" includes not only the person(s) directing the laboratory 
but his work sheets, instructions, and notes. 
Systems Control and Monitor - This box represents the equipment, capability, and activity 
used to monitor and control the system during calibration and alignment. 
Frequency Counters - Six frequency counters are available for use in calibration to 
measure instrument output. These counters measure the number of counts on one pulse 
train for a fixed number of counts on another. One of the two trains may be a difference 
train formed from two inputs. The frequency counters are used in calibration because 
they can read the leading edge of one pulse train, and thus substantially reduce the 
quantization error relative to the use of the computer registers. 
Auxiliary Data Sources - These include data sources available to the operator but not 
sufficiently well defined as equipment or measuring devices to be represented individually 
on the system flow diagram. Examples of these sources are bubble levels, and survey 
information on the magnitude of g and WE. 
Autocollimators - The two-degree-of-freedom autocollinators are available to measure 
the orientation of the ISU mirror normals relative to earth fixed space. 
Resolvers - These resolvers measure the orientation of the test table. The angles 0.i 
¢3 and 04 are static resolver readouts on the trunnion, outer and inner axes of the test 
table. The angle 02 is a rotary axis readout which-can be used in either a static or 
dynamic mode. 
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LABORATORY FLOW DIAGRAM Computer 
Operator a eput Output 
Memory Memory 
System Control 
and Momtor 
Freq.Counters IEU IEU 
I I Enter­
face 
112 Gyros rI 
pgm. 
G3W 
Accelerometr 8 
C5 At 
A3 
IV- 4FOLDOUT FRAME FOLDOUT FRAME I 
IL' 
Master Oscillator - This is the central timing source of the system. The master 
oscillator includes countdown circuitry. 
Gyros, Accelerometers - These are the instruments contained within the strapdown ISU. 
Interface Electronics Unit (IEU) - The IEU allows the computer to sample outputs of the 
inertial instruments and timer. The IEU contains accumulating registers for each of 
the inputs shown in the diagram, and the capability to periodically interrupt the computer 
to allow for sampling and resetting (without loss of data) of each of the registers. 
Computer - The computer schematically indicated in the system diagram is the laboratory 
computer Honeywell DDP-124. Other portions of the data processing shown may however 
be performed on other computers at the discretion of the programmers and operators. 
Blocks shown within the computer represent functions used in both calibration and align­
ment. Shown are programs to input and output data from and to the console; a program 
to input data from the IEU; and memory buffers for input data and output data (the results 
of computations). Space has been left within the computer block to allow representation 
of the various data processing tasks. 
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Figure IV-I. Instrument and Mirror Axes 
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IM~xMM1xM2I 
E3, N ~IX M2) x,M,I =B 
, IMilx m-z21
 
Figure IV-2. Body and Mirror Axes 
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PRANET POTIN PEMANENT A 
SENSITIVE 
SI MIM2 S2AXIS 
/d 	 PLIFIGAMENTSf 
Nof2 
Model: 	 ARMA D4E Vibrating String Accelerometer 
Axis: 	 A is a unit vector directed along strings S1 and S2 
(the sensitive axis) 
Figure TV-3. A Schematic Diagram of the Accelerometer 
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CHART IV-1 
THE FUNDAMENTAL ACCELEROMETER MODEL 
THE ACCELEROMETER MODEL IS: 
tt tb
 
ta f2 dt- ta fldt = (N2 -N 1)+ Eq = D1 fta (a.A)dt
 
+ 	 D I t b1Do+D2(a'A)2+D3(a'A)3]dtd 
t±D. 
WHERE: 
a is the acceleration applied to the accelerometer 
ta !t t b is 	the time interval over which a is measured 
* 	 A is a unit vector directed along the input axis of the accelerometer 
* 	 N1 and N2 are the number of zero crossings detected in ta t tb
 
from both strings of the accelerometer
 
* 	 Eq is the instrument quantization error due to the fact that ta and tb
 
do not correspond to zero crossings
 
D 1 is the accelerometer scale factor
 
D 0 is the accelerometer bias
 
SD 2 is the second order coefficient 
* 	 D3 is the third order coefficient 
* 	 f2 and f, are string frequencies in pulses/second 
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TORQUE GIMBAL, 
FROM 
TIMER 
-
ROTORIH 
E SYNCHRONIZED 
INTERROGATOR 
/7/ 
Model: 
Axes: 
j-I. 
Honeywell GG 334A single-degree-of-freedom, pulse 
rebalance gyroscope. 
S is a unit vector along the spin axis of the rotor. 
O is a unit vector along the output axis as defined by 
the gimbal. 
G = 0 x S is the sensitive axis of the gyro. 
READ 
-OUT 
Figure IV-4. A Schematic Diagram of the Gyro 
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CHART IV-2
 
THE 	FUNDAMENTAL GYRO MODEL 
THE GYRO MODEL IS: 
A' [ r1 6k] ~: aG t+j +i(aG2) + Bo(a'o) + Bs(aS-) + Oji(a.G)2 + Cs 
+ CIS(a-G) (a.S) + Cos(a-0) (a-S) + Cio(a.G) (a-0) 
+ Q( ' G) 2 + QEs(w_-G) (W.S) + J w (W._ Ojdt + An + Eq 
WHERE 
* 	 a. is the angular velocity applied to the gyro 
* 	 a is the acceleration applied to the gyro 
* 	 to S t ! tN is the time interval over which a and are measured 
• 	 tN - to = Ni-, where N is an integer, andr is the gyro sampling 
period 
* 	 S is a unit vector along the spin axis of the rotor 
* 	 0 is a unit vector directed along the output axis as defined by the 
gimbal 
* 	 G is a unit vector along 0 x S (that is, the sensitive axis of the gyro) 
* 	 6k is the kth gyro pulse, equal to +1, -1, or 0 for positive, negative, 
or no pulse 
* 	 A4, is the gyro scale factor 
* 	 R is the gyro bias 
• 	 BI BO and B. are the gyro unbalance coefficients 
* 	 cII CSS Cis COS and CIO are the gyro compliance coefficients 
" 	 QIS and QII are dynamic coupling coefficients due to gimbal deflection 
and scale factor nonlinearity, respectively 
* 	 J is the angular rate coefficient 
• 	 An is the effect of gyro noise over the [to, tN] interval 
* 	 Eq is the gyro quantization error 
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G3A 
GYRO THREE03 / 

A3%G3 
02a, 
2 2 
GYRO TWO 
GYRO ONE 
Figure IV-5. Nominal Orientation Between Gyros 
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CHART IV-3 
DEFINITION OF FRAMES 
LABORATORY FIXED FRAMES 
" EI E2 E 3 	 A triad of unit vectors directed up, east, and 
north, respectively 
SS 1 S2 _S3 	 A triad of unit vectors defined by the two optical 
lines of the autocollimators 
" FI E2 F 3 	 A triad of unit vectors fixed to the base of the 
test table 
TEST TABLE FRAMES 
" F1 K2 F 3 A triad of unit vectors fixed to the base of the 
test table 
" T1 T 2 T 3 A triad of unit vectors fixed to the body con­
taining the trunnion axis 
" R 1 L2 L 3 A triad of unit vectors fixed to the body con­
taining the rotary axis 
022 O3 A triad of unit vectors fixed to the body con­
taining the outer axis 
A triad of unit vectors fixed to the body con­* !i -2 13 
taining the inner axis 
ISU FIXED FRAMES 
* -1 -2 A triad of unit vectors fixed to the body con­
taining the inner axis 
0 BIB 2 B3 A triad of unit vectors defining the body axes 
as defined by the mirror normals (see 
Section 2.2. 1) 
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Figure IV-7. Earth and Mirror Axes 
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PART IV
 
SECTION 2
 
MASTER FORMS
 
The master forms to be duplicated and used in the procedures are contained in this section. 
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LABORATORY PROCEDURES 
Identification 
Date 
INSTRUCTIONS I COMMENTS 
LABORATORY PROCEDURES 
INSTRUCTIONS COMMENTS 
_ _ _ _ 
SURVEY RESULTS SHEET 
Identification: 
Date: 
Operator: 
Current Laboratory Survey Information 
Ig I = - AUTOCOLLVATOR READINGS 
WE sinX=
 
E s
COSk= 
Position 0 Readings 
Calibration Positions 
1= 
13
 
14
 
330
 
15 ________ ________
 
5 
~ m BRm
.BRm 

m 22 T32.
13 '12 1~IB__ __ _ __ _ __ n_ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ B__ 

14 
_ 

In 1________2___ '22_________ T 32________ 
15
5 ___________ ___________ ___________ 
13 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
145_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
153_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
CALIBRATION RESULTS SHEET 
Experiment' 
Principal Operator: 
Date: 
PROCEDURE DESCRIPTION 
Survey Results Sheet Used 
Resolver Settings Sheet Used 
Counter Settings Sheet Used 
Counter Outputs Sheet Used 
Special Procedures 
Parameter 
Gyros 
A D 
(G B 
4( 113) 
R 
B, 
130 
BS 
IDeg/Hr.CH 
CSS SS
cis 
COS 
C10 
QKI 
QIS 
S 
Accelerometers 
D 
(A.B_2) 
D2 

D3 
RESULTS
 
Units Instrument I Instrument 2 Instrument 3 
Deg/Pulse 
Deg/Hr. 
Deg/Hr. -g 
Deg/Hr. -g 
Deg/Hr. -g 
2
-g 
Deg/Hr. -g 2 
2Deg/Hr. -g 
Deg/Hr. -g 2 
Deg/Hr. -g 2 
Hr. /Deg. 
Hr. /Deg. 
Hours 
(Pulses/Sec)/g 
g/g 2 
g/g 
TEST TABLE RESOLVER SETTINGS 
Position 1 Position 2 Position 3 Position 4 Position 5 Position 6 
#1 900 90 900 900 900 900 
#2 Rotating Rotating Rotating Rotating Rotating Rotating 
1 +18o 3 + 180 4 + 18003 
4 3 
#4________ 4 
-1-04________4___ 77:1____________ 
Position 7 Position 8 Position 9 Position 10 Position 11 Position 12 
0o
#1 Q° * 00 * 00 * 00 * 00 * * 
q2 900 900 900 900 900 900 
03 03* #2 3* 34 3 
04_ ___4 __ 04 #k4 #4 #4 #4 
Position 13 Position 14 Position 15 
41 0. * 00 * 00 * 
02 900 900 900 
#3, * * 
5'4 
*Requires bubble level correction. 
Experiment-
Positions 
0 2 
Counter I 
(_n) m 
Counter 2 
(InS) m 
COUNTER SETTINGS 
Counter 3 Counter 4 
(Zn)m (XnO) m 
Date: 
Counter 5 
Not Required 
Counter 6 
Not Required 
4 
6 
7 
.8 
Not Required (nTG mT)Gl 
1_4 
15 
7 
6, 8 
(_Y) 
\ 
(2:')12 (z Y) 21Xr)N (Zr)42 (z) ( e)m2 
rz0 C4 
9 
10 _ _ _ _ _ 
13 _ _ _ _ __ 
_ _ _ _ 
15 
COUNTER OUTPUTS
 
Date:Experiment' 
Positions Counter I Counter 2 Counter 3 Counter 4 Counter 5 Counter 6 
1 Not Reauired Not Required 
o -­
4 
61 
__. Not Required (Xa) (Za) (__13_ 
7 
8 
O 
910__o
_ 
12___ 
1314__4 
15 
TAm(I n T~A122(In(2(I TT I n,)2 (ZnT P (Zn )32 
F'o 8 ___ __ __ 
r 11 
C-~12 
C) 13 
14' 
15 
Experiment- Gyro Scale Factor Nonlinearity 
PositLons Counter 1 Counter 2 
COUNTER SETTINGS 
Counter 3 Counter 4 
Date, 
Angular Velocity 
Not Required 
COUNTER OUTPUTS 
Experiment: Gyro Scale Factor Nonlinearity Date-
Positions Counter t Counter 2 Counter 3 Counter 4 w P 
COUNTER CONNECTIONS
 
Experiment: Date:
 
Positions Counter 1 Counter 2 Counter 3 Counter 4 Counter 5 Counter 6
 
0 0 
0o
 
0) 
0 0 
0 0
 
0 
(D 
0)
 
0 0
 
o.S
 
0  
0"NC 
COUNTER SETTINGS 
Experiment: Date: 
Positions Counter 1 Counter 2 Counter 3 Counter 4 Counter 5 Counter 6 
COUNTER OUTPUTS 
Experiment- Date: 
Positions Counter I Counter 2 Counter 3 Counter 4 Counter 5 Counter6 
ALIGNMENT PARAMETER EVALUATION 
Operator. Output Reel No 
Date 
INPUT PARAMETERS 
K At See 
I g Ft./Sec 
2 09 Ft /Sec 2 
6-8 Rad. 
TEB(EST.) = 
NOISE COVARIANCE FUNCTIONS 
Time Accelerometer Noise Environmental Environmental 
(Seconds) On Acceleration t¢ Rotation 8 
ALIGNMENT RESULTS SHEET 
Experiment: 
Principal Operator: 
Date:
 
Procedure (Check one)* - Accel. LevelDl Gyrocompass Mirror Align. -

GYROCOMPASS INPUT
 
Calibration Constants Identification
 
Filtering Parameter Identification
 
Intersample Time, At
 
Number of Measurements, K
 
ACCELEROMETER LEVEL INPUT
 
Calibration Constants Identification __
 
Filtering Parameter Identification
 
Intersample Time, At
 
Number of Measurements, K
 
Azimuth Angle, a1
 
MIRROR ALIGNMENT INPUT
 
Autocollimator 1 Autocollimator 2
 
Azimuth, a, Azimuth, u2
 
Elevation,. 8 1 Elevation, 92
 
ZTABLE POSITION 
01 02
o3 ¢ 
Bubble Level 1 
Bubble Level 2 
RESULTS
 
T= 
